
AFTER THE CANADIAN CROSS COUNTRY ROAD 
TRIP. 

Article 1: MY STARTING POINT - MY HOMETOWN IN NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA. 

Six months of planning while working through the winter season on an oil refinery, and 
eventually storing all my belongings away to take off on a road trip for three months has 

been a fantastic way to spend my 2016 summer. I'm sitting at the right Tim Hortons where 
I started writing the layout that would be the Canadian Cross Country Road Trip. I sat here 
with having no clue what was in store for me. All I could do was try my best to plan this 

upcoming adventure as diligently as I could. 

I tried to figure what my expenses would be, what my travel time and the amount of 
distance that I would be covering, and have no ties left behind and make sure that my 

vehicle, my camera, and camping gear was ready for the trip. It was a hectic schedule, to 
say the least. My days off consisted mostly of getting this trip ready with as little hang up as 
possible. By the time May came along, the countdown for the start of the trip began. After I 

had got a chance to wish my dear friends a great summer, I made sure I had everything 
lined up so that the morning of June the first would be a very smooth departure. That 

morning eventually came, I left my key on the island in the kitchen of where I lived for 
three years and got into my car and took off towards this unknown journey I finally had 

the opportunity to embark onto. 



Starting from Edmonton in Alberta, I headed straight to Nova Scotia. It took me five days to 
get to the East Coast. I averaged about one thousand kilometers (six hundred and twenty-

one miles) a day which would span anything between ten to twelve hours a day, 
depending on whether there was construction, inclement weather, or different posted 

speed limits. I was surprised that I managed as well as I did with the amount of time spent 
behind the wheel. I got home June the fifth just a little after supper. Seeing my hometown 
after being away for a year was great, nothing beats being home. I got to see my parents 

that evening. We took some time to catch up. I was home. 

The next day I did something I planned for several months which was to surprise my 
grandmother at her home. My aunt knew I was coming, so she tagged along with the plan. 

The objective was we would Skype and have our regular conversation, then I would say 
that the connection was poor so I’d drop the call. That would be my cue of getting into the 
house, go to the living room and surprise her. She was under the impression that she was 
going to have someone else visit her that afternoon so when the house door opened, she 
wouldn’t think of who was coming in. Little did she know that it ended up being me. She 
was pleasantly surprised.I stayed for a month in Nova Scotia with my family and a few of 

my good friends. I spent a good deal of time with my grandmother, got a few opportunities 
to go biking with my dad, spend some time shopping with my mom, and went on little 
adventures with my aunt. This trip reminded me so much of how important family is. 
When you live away from home, you tend to set into your life, your routine, which is 

normal. It does come a time where you have to make the initiative to go back home, not 
because you have too, but because you need too. 

Your family is the backbone of who you are. I can’t count how many time I’ve been told by 
people who know my parents tell me how much I remind them of either my mother or my 

father. I have living examples right in front of me of what I truly believe is a beautiful 
family. This was a great month that I wished would have lasted longer, but I had an 

opportunity facing me to take advantage of, so with saying my farewells to my amazing 
family, I was on the road to what was the start of my Canadian Cross Country Road Trip. 

  



 

Bangor Sawmill. Clare, Nova Scotia, Canada. 



 

Lupins In Pinkney’s Point. Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada. 



 

Mavilette Beach At Low Tide. Clare, Nova Scotia, Canada. 



 

Sunset At Smugglers Cove. Clare, Nova Scotia, Canada.  



Article 2: STEPPING ONTO THE ASTONISHING LANDSCAPE THAT IS 
NEWFOUNDLAND. 

 

With my hometown slowly fading in my rear view mirror as I am making my north on 
Highway 101, I set up camp in Cape Breton at a campground nearby the Seal Island 
Bridge. Having driven for several hours and wondering why I’m leaving the beautiful 

region of Clare in Digby County, Nova Scotia, this amazing bridge that’s situated twenty 
minutes south of North Sydney was a breath of fresh air. Cape Breton is a beautiful 
extension of Nova Scotia with the coastal roads like the Cabot Trail and the fishing 

communities all joined with friendly people. After setting camp, I settled into my first night 
wondering how this trip was going to fall together. I planned six months to get everything 
ready for this moment in my life, and I felt like a blank page, just waiting to be filled with 

amazing stories.  

The following morning directives were to head towards the North Sidney Ferry Terminal 
that would cross to Newfoundland. The boat ride takes six hours to get to the Port Aux 
Basques terminal. From Port Aux Basques I had a great welcoming view of the table 

mountains which was my first surprise of this province. I didn’t know a whole lot about 
Newfoundland; I envisioned it like Nova Scotia, and in some ways was correct, but I later 

learned that it was a whole lot more than that. My first stop was Corner Brook, a lovely 
little town surrounded by massive rolling hills. Setting up camp, I was already getting into 
the idea of this trip materializing in front of me. I was awakened the next morning with a 

beautiful sunrise and amazing landscape surrounding the Trans Canada Highway. It 
reminded of the Rocky Mountains when I got onto the highway outside of Corner Brook 



with the massive rock walls and the river running alongside it. My next stop was Gros 
Morne National Park, my next camping site for next two following nights. Instantly 

surprised by the change in the landscape once again, it became apparent that 
Newfoundland was a photographer’s paradise. Beautiful vast lakes that were surrounded 

by mountain scenery, I felt like a kid in a candy store. My goal of the day was to see 
coastal towns and icebergs on the North end of the island. Twillingate was my pick. Based 

off what I read on the internet, this was a particular spot for finding both interests.  

Located North-East on the Island, Twillingate has a lot of fishing activity with the sheltered 
harbor the location provides. After about fifteen minutes of driving through some of the 

community, you can make your way towards Crow Head which has one of the most 
incredible views of what the Maritimes can offer. Massive rock walls and cliffs that give 
way to the endless Atlantic Ocean view, I instantly fell in love with the location. I took 

advantage of this spot to give my camera and camera drone a taste of the action. Perfect 
drone flying conditions, a sunset slowly forming in front of me, and a sailboat making its 
way around the area, this was a great first location to shoot photography. The catch of this 

is that I was five hours aways from my campsite, so that meant that I had to drive at 
nighttime. The nighttime driving doesn’t bother me. The wildlife that’s roaming near the 

road was my concern, especially when some of that wildlife could be a moose. Luckily I 
didn’t encounter anything, and I considered the day a success.  

Day three's initial focus was on the fantastic Gros Morne National Park. Gros Morne is a 
gem of many within this province. A UNESCO World Heritage Site, this landscape is 
phenomenal. You’ve got mountain ranges that have existed for billions of years, the 

tablelands being one location that stood out for me. It looks like a desert because of the 
ultramafic rocks that cover the surface of the land. It’s a rustic color that would make for a 
great movie set, or in my case a photo shoot. The Western Brook Pond is a massive body of 

fresh water filled with glaciers melting into it many moons ago. I spent time at one 
waterfall but I failed to write the name down in my journal because that evening. I was a 
little frustrated with the fact that I lost my eyecup (a small piece of rubber that sits in front 

of the viewfinder of the camera) into the river after trying to get a clean shot of the 
location. Things like this are bound to happen, and I was grateful it was just an 

inexpensive piece of rubber and plastic and not the camera itself. The last night I spent in 
Gros Morne I decided to make a fire to celebrate my first explored province. I was heading 
back towards the Port Aux Basques ferry the next morning, so I got all my content backed 

up and headed straight to bed.  

The next morning in true Marcel fashion I woke up a little late with a boat that was about 
four hours away and has a traveling schedule that doesn’t wait for anyone. Tearing the tent 
down as quick as I could, I got onto the road and tried my best to get to the ferry terminal. 
The idea that I didn’t make it to Saint John was discouraging. Tips to anyone that wants to 

travel please take the time to have a plan when you get to an unknown location. I 
continued south up until I was at the Ferry terminal. Making the boat with maybe five 

minutes to spare, I got out of my car, was directed very quickly of where the elevator was, 
and after finding a chair in the lobby area of the ferry, I took a deep breath and relaxed. I 

made it. Hooray, I get to make traveling progress for another day. Sitting in my chair, I  



began to process what I experienced throughout those several days on that beautiful 
island. How did I go so long living so close to Newfoundland and not taking the initiative 

to explore it? That question will baffle me for a while, but in the meantime, I had the 
initiative to focus on which was my next destination, Prince Edward Island. 



 

Crow Head. Twillingate, Newfoundland, Canada. 



 

Driving Through Twillingate. Newfoundland, Canada. 



 

The Tablelands In Gros Morne National Park. Newfoundland, Canada. 



 

Sunrise by Deer Lake Outside Of Corner Brook, Newfoundland, Canada. 



Article 3: BEAUTIFUL SUNSET BEACHES IN PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. 

We continue the Canadian cross country road trip with yours truly making his way back to 
North Sydney, Cape Breton after leaving Port Aux Basques, Newfoundland. I’ve been 

sitting on the ferry for a little over six hours, and I am eager to get off. The boat docks, the 
door opens, and like bees out of bee hive, everyone is driving back on the mainland. It 
was after supper, so I knew I couldn’t make it to Prince Edward Island without a right 

amount caffeine injected into my body, so I decided to camp at the same campsite by the 
Seal Island Bridge I stayed at before I left for Newfoundland. That night I was watching two 
guys set up a tarp over their tents and later found out that they were crossing the country 
on motorcycles. They learned that the tarp added a little more shelter from the high winds 
that can come across the maritime landscape.Being the newbie at camping I thought to 
myself that it wasn’t necessary since there was no wind at all that very evening. I was 

wrong. At 2:40 am I woke up by the sound of my tent attempting to take off from the high 
winds that were happening outside. It was one of those occasions where I learned a 

valuable lesson.  

The next morning came, and with little sleep in me, I broke my tent down, stored 
everything away and made it straight to the nearest coffee shop. It was raining fairly 

heavily which made my grumpy pants a little tighter. Heading South, the rain did 
eventually stop, and I was relieved to finally drive without my wipers swinging like they 

were on fire. Over the Canso Causeway that links Cape Breton, to the rest of Nova Scotia, 
I headed westbound on Highway 104 towards Antigonish, New Glasgow, Truro, Amherst, 

and then eventually to Highway 16 that would lead me towards Prince Edward Island. 
What links Prince Edward Island to New Brunswick is the Confederation Bridge. With 



construction starting in 1993 and then opening in 1997, this box girder bridge (for all you 
bridge buffs out there) is 12.9 kilometers long(8 miles) and spans across the Abegweit 

Passage of the Northumberland Strait in the southern parts of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. I 
was excited to cross this beautiful structural creation finally. Onwards to PEI! 

The weather was gorgeous. After I had made a stop earlier in Truro to get an eyecup for my 
camera after losing mine in a river somewhere in Newfoundland, another occasion where 

I learned another valuable lesson, I was as content as a Frenchman could be. I was 
introduced to farmland that reminded me a little of the prairies, beautiful acreages 

overlooking gorgeous landscape, small towns with old buildings that we’re clearly built 
correctly to have lasted this long. My first stop was Cavendish which is a highly 

recommended location to check out. I arrived in pure delight in this beautiful area. There’s 
restaurants and shops and outdoor activities, and days before my arrival there was a 

country concert that was hosted in the area. With the phenomenal beaches a few minutes 
away. I got the tent set up, my camera all ready to shoot, and instead of being smart and 
take what was left of the evening to rest from not sleeping the night before, I got on my 

bicycle and made my way towards the nearest beach. The adventure begins.  

After spending an evening watching one of the many sunsets I’ve been blessed to attend 
on this trip, I called it a night and fell asleep as quickly as my eyelids could close. The 
following morning’s objective was to explore more of what Prince Edward Island has to 
offer. Getting onto the Cavendish Road, passing by the house where the book “Anne Of 

Green Gables” was inspired, I headed East towards the many seaside views that make this 
province great. My first stop was the Prince Edward Island National Park. When in doubt 

while traveling in unknown areas, National Park isn't a bad way to go. Beautiful soft sandy 
beaches followed alongside the Gulf Shore Parkway. There was one building that caught 

my eye right before I got out of the park that I later found out was called the Dalvay By The 
Sea Hotel & Restaurant. I haven't been inside it, but from the way it looked outside, I’d 
recommend it. I stopped east of Grand Tracadie to get a nice drone shot of the Tracadie 

Bay. The more I explored, the more I fell in love with the province.  

Next stop was Charlottetown. The capital city of Prince Edward Island,  located on the 
south shores with a population of around 32 000, this is a gorgeous little city with an 

amazingly vibrant atmosphere. There was live music in several different areas within my 
time of exploration, a theatrical play that was happening outside the Province House, and 

outdoor festivities hosted by the waterfront. All of this was happening on a Tuesday 
afternoon. With a great filling lunch in my body, I made my way towards my car. I decided 
to do some filming with my GoPro camera strapped to my roof rack to get some shots of 

what the streets in Charlottetown looked like. I eventually got onto the highway, and I 
heard a noise coming from the ceiling of my car. I looked in my rear view mirror to then 
watch my GoPro camera bounce off the road and into oncoming traffic. I stopped on the 
shoulder and waited till the traffic was gone and I’m happy to report that the camera was 
fine. The protective housing was not, but it was nothing that duct tape wouldn’t fix. Good 

thing this was the second province, just seven more to go! 



Another evening has set upon the land, and I had all of my photos and video footage all 
backed up just in case my luck of taking care of my gear decided to continue. The 

following morning was a little more relaxed. I stopped at a coffee shop in the Cavendish 
area to get my sugar fix and then took advantage of soaking in as much of the vast 

landscape that surrounded me. I was born and raised on the South West shores of Nova 
Scotia, so I have an idea what the Maritimes has to offer. I moved to Alberta in 2008, and 

since then every time I’d come back home to visit family and friends, I would smile 
because of the sheer beauty that was facing me. Now that I’ve taken the time to explore 

areas of the Maritimes that I haven’t been before, I can safely say that this part of Canada is 
amazing and I whole-heartedly recommend anyone who hasn’t made their way out here 
to do so. After some much-needed downtime I bid my farewell to the wonderful province 

of Prince Edward Island, and head towards my next destination, New Brunswick. 



 

Summer Fields In Cavendish. Prince Edward Island, Canada. 



 

Hay Bales In The Country Side. Prince Edward Island. Canada. 



 

Abandoned Lobster Trap. Prince Edward Island National Park, Prince Edward Island, 
Canada. 



 

Cabot Beach Provincial Park. Prince Edward Island, Canada. 



Article 4: OVER THE BRIDGE AND ONTO THE MAINLAND TO NEW BRUNSWICK 

With the beauties that lie in the tremendous provinces of Newfoundland and Prince 
Edward Island forever imprinted in my memory, the Canadian Cross Country Road Trip 

had started towards an amazing direction. The coastal views of the Atlantic ocean, the soft 
sandy beaches, the mountain landscape, the rich and dense forests, this part of Canada is 
without a doubt worth making the travel too. With that, the Maritime bliss wasn't over yet. 

As I’m crossing the Confederation Bridge heading southbound, the mainland is slowly 
making an appearance in front of me. The mainland being, of course, New Brunswick.  

The only place that I’ve been in New Brunswick is Saint John. A beautiful coastal town on 
the North-East end of the Bay Of Fundy, this is the second largest town in the Maritimes. 
There’s the Fundy Rose Ferry that crosses from Saint john to Digby, Nova Scotia. I got on 

the Fundy Rose when I left Edmonton, Alberta in June to get home quicker. The additional 
payoff of doing that was getting to smell the fresh ocean air after spending most of my time 
in the prairies. Onto Highway 16 and then North-West on Highway 15, I headed towards 
Shediac. Having the biggest lobster monument I’ve ever seen (according to Wikipedia the 
sculpture weighs 90 tonnes) this is one of the few Acadian towns that I got to see on my 

travels.  

The Hopewell Rocks was my destination of the day. Located on the northern shores of the 
Bay of Fundy and south of Moncton, these massive stone structures are a product of the 

Bay’s tidal strength that’s made this part of Canada so well known. Standing between forty 
to seventy feet tall, you walk down a set of stairs and get on the beach next to these 



fascinating rock pillars. The tide was low when I got there. The tide in this area can fill in 
as far as fifty feet in height. One of the drawbacks of such a dramatic change as this 
happened in March of this year when one of the rock formations, the Elephant Rock, 

collapsed. The fallen structure left anywhere between one to two hundred tonnes of stone 
on the ground. This was a sad reminder that some of these natural marvels don’t last 

forever. 

Taking as much of the location as I could, I eventually made route towards where I was 
going to camp for the night. West of the town of Alma, Fundy National Park is a gorgeous 
location with beautiful dense forests, coastal scenery, and peaceful lakes. I settled into the 
campsite I was going to stay for the night. Being that it was still early, I decided to head out 
to find a lake to take some potential sunset photos. On my way out I was driving with the 
sun behind me. Clear skies, comfortable temperature, ideal weather to end a lovely day. 
With the sun setting down over the horizon, I noticed the shadow of my car by the road. 

Suddenly something caught my eye. The shadow of my car didn’t look right, it looked 
bigger. I went around a curve and that’s when I noticed that my cargo carrier that was on 
the roof of my car was completely open. Finding the nearest spot to pull off the road, I 

frantically got out of the car, looked into the cargo carrier to see if anything fell out, and I 
was relieved to see that I wasn’t missing anything. I was so fortunate not to have lost 

anything and have anyone following me. With a hard lesson learned from that day forth, 
I've double checked the cargo carrier to make sure that it was properly closed before each 

departure.  

Day two came in the form of a beautiful sunrise and a french photographer that was deep 
in la-la land not taking advantage of such a gorgeous opportunity. Breaking my tent down, 
which is something I’ve developed into a timed challenge throughout the trip, I started my 

route north on Highway 114, eventually westbound towards Sussex, and then having 
complete trust in my GPS to get back on the Trans Canada Highway. My first stop was 

Fredericton. The capital of New Brunswick with a population of around 56 000 people, 
this was my first stop of the day. There’s a great abundance of artistic culture within the 
area with art galleries and  venues and museums to check out. The Playhouse was one 

location recommended to check out because of the numerous events for local and touring 
musicians, theatre, and dance that gets hosted in this venue. Despite being interested in 
the arts I had a fair deal of distance to cover to get my final destination that day. On the 

course of my travels on Highway 2, I saw a sign that lead to the Hartland Bridge. I took the 
off ramp towards the town that hosts the bridge and was amazed at what I had found. 
Stretching at 1282 feet, this is the world’s longest covered bridge. Jackpot. Crossing the 
Saint John River the construction of this bridge started in 1901, replacing a ferry which 
was the only means to cross. Having the opportunity to cross on a structure that’s 115 

years old is a great way to fulfil a travelling day.  

My destination was Mount Carleton Provincial Park. Home of the highest mountain peak 
in the Maritimes, this 42 000 acres forest paradise would do just fine for a night’s stay. 

Driving through the dirt roads that eventually get you to the gate, I noticed I didn’t have 
cell phone reception which isn’t a big deal, especially when it comes to camping. If you 

ever happen to get in a situation like that and you’re camping alone, take the time to send 



a text or post online of your current status, your family and friends will appreciate it! I 
arrived at my campsite for the night and got my tent set up. There was a sense of liberation 
with disconnecting my ties from the outside world. I spend a great deal of time on my cell 
phone like most of us do, but when you’re facing an area as gorgeous as Mount Carleton 
with the Appalachians landscape surrounding beautiful clear lakes, it doesn’t take long to 
forget that tie you think you have in the electronic world. I looked over the map that laid 
out the trails that we’re in the area. Mount Sagamook, standing at 2549 feet tall,  was my 

pick because of its stunning views. That night a thunderstorm rolled in and the rain trickled 
down onto my tent from the tree branches that I was using for added shelter. That was one 

of the best sleep I’d have throughout this trip.  

The next morning rose with the dark overcast from the thunderstorm the night before. I 
was eager to get going and get on this hiking trail that so many have talked about. I packed 
my camping gear, drove to the parking area by Mount Sagamook and with all my camera 
gear strapped to my back I was on my way. The trails I grew accustomed too we’re easy to 
moderate trails that we’re nice and flat and well groomed. Not so much for these trails. If 
you want a great hiking experience that’s challenging, this is one great location to come 
too. Switchbacks with soft terrain to rocky surfaces to climbing over boulders, it was a 

proper hike for someone that wasn’t in great physical shape. The fast food diet didn’t pay 
me off, unfortunately. I brought my rain coat which got handy since the tree branches 

around the trails we’re wet. The trails continued upwards in various terrain that eventually 
started to level off. The trail teed off in two directions. One way was the continuation of 
the trail, while the other way went to a lookout point. Feeling like I got my fill of hiking 

since I’ll need to hike back down to my car I went towards the lookout point. This is what 
these trips are about. When I laid my eyes on what was in front of me, it took me some 
time to fully register what I was seeing. Facing me was a stunning overview of the park. 
The rolling landscape was so dense with trees as far as the eye could see. There was a 

beautiful lake sitting nearby the lookout area. After regaining my attention as to why I was 
here, I got my camera out and let nature do what it does best. At times like this, you have 

to be in the present moment to fully embrace and immerse yourself into the pulse that 
places like this have. You’re standing in an area that has living entities that share the same 
air and earth and water as you do. Moments like these are meant to be experienced and 

remembered. 

With another location documented and experienced, I made my way down the trail. I 
didn’t recall much of the descent because my mind was still in the state of tranquillity from 

spending time at that lookout point. I got to my car and made my way out of the park, 
onto highway 385, highway 180, highway 17, and finally northbound on the Trans Canada 

Highway. The experience that I got from New Brunswick was a little different from the 
previous two provinces. This is hands down a tremendously beautiful location to come 

too. Having that time to see some of the Acadian communities within my travel was 
amazing to see since I don’t have a tremendous exposure to my family's culture while 

living in the west of Canada. I couldn’t pinpoint what was different with my visit in New 
Brunswick but I knew a shift happened with my time spent in Mount Carleton. Taking the 

time to connect with what surrounded me in that present moment, an entity as powerful as 
nature becoming a part of my headspace, it had a profound impact on me that I wanted to 



continue pursuing. With that in mind, it was time to say farewell for now to New 
Brunswick, and head towards my next province, Quebec. 



 

Hopewell Rocks. New Brunswick, Canada. 



 

Hartland Bridge. New Brunswick, Canada. 



 

Waterfall In Mount Carleton Provincial Park. New Brunswick, Canada. 



 

Walking Through The Trails Of Mount Carleton Provincial Park. New Brunswick, Canada. 



Article 5: TRANSITIONING FROM NATURE TO THE VIBRANT CITIES OF QUEBEC. 

With the Maritimes becoming a summer memory, the next location was going to be 
Quebec. My first stop was at a campsite I used when I made my way towards the East 

Coast in the gorgeous town of Riviere Du Loup. Located on the South Shore of the Saint 
Lawrence River, this was my first stop in Quebec. I loved it out here the first time I came 
with the gorgeous sunset setting over the rolling landscape on the other side of the river. 
The night that I arrived was even better. The weather was warmer; I got to the sunset a 
littler earlier so I could watch the many colors throughout the descent of the sun. My 

objective for this province was taking the time to visit the old city of Quebec, 
Montmorency Falls, Jacques Cartier National Park, and Montreal. After settling into my 

campsite, I got some food from a local grocery store, got my supper cooked and 
consumed, and with a plan in line for the next two days I was ready to go. 

The next morning rose from the darkness and was already showcasing promise for 
excellent weather conditions. With my GPS ready to go, some caffeinated beverage 

consumed, I got onto the highway and made my way south. Travelling alongside the Saint 
Lawrence River presented itself for some great landscape photography. The beautiful tall 
grass moved around with the wind gently blowing in the area. The sun was in the right 

area for some sharp contrast to the landscape, so I took a few shots after taking in the calm 
morning atmosphere. With having a camera in hand, I try to take the time to take a mental 

photograph of new locations that I get to see. Those mental photographs get utilized 



hopefully throughout the rest of my life for potential future areas that I’d like to come back 
too. You never know when you might need a unique setting for a photo shoot. The 

farmland alongside the Trans-Canada Highway was gorgeous with the vibrant colors they 
produced. What I equally liked was some of the homesteads had solar panels on their 

acreages which was exciting to see since the practice of utilizing self-sustaining energy is 
something I want to invest into. As I’m starting to see the city buildings popping in the 

distance, I decided that I wanted to treat myself and get a hotel room for the night. I got to 
my room, and the first thing I did was take a short nap on an actual bed. What an amazing 
feeling! I eventually woke up from my blissful state of mind, jumped in the shower which 

was equally amazing, and made my way to the city of Quebec.  

Quebec city, with a population of 540, 994, is a huge place. The capital city of the 
province, there’s so much to see and do. You’ve got buildings like the hotel Chateau 

Frontenac that sits in the Citadelle Fortress that surround Old Quebec. Spending the first 
part of my day here, I was welcomed by an outdoor festival that was causing traffic 

congestion. With construction and detours appearing throughout my travels, my GPS had 
a workout to get to its final destination. I’m getting close to my end destination and now 

it’s a matter of finding parking. My car has a roof rack with a cargo carrier and my bicycle 
which sits upright. Having the bicycle sitting upright makes it over eight feet tall which 
caused issues for indoor parkades. With a little bit of patience, and looking around for 

outdoor parking, my wish was granted. Every time that I get into busy areas like this my 
bicycle has been my savior. I started exploring to areas that I saw had something going on. 

There was outdoor entertainment in different regions of the town. One of the areas had 
this performer that was placing an incredible show. Everyone was engaged in the 

performance and so was I, enough so that I had to take a photograph. 

Being another UNESCO World Heritage Site, Old Quebec occupies the Upper and Lower 
Town Of Quebec City. There’s a lot of reminders throughout the area that fills you in that 
this was originally a military base many moons ago. Some of the buildings can date as far 
back as the 17th century, and you could never tell. Everything I got a chance to see was 
immaculate and beautiful. The roadways are slightly narrower but luckily they're some 

horse and buggies you can hop into and get a feel of how transportation would have felt 
like a few hundred years ago. I got to one location that brought me close to the walls of 

the fortress with the canons sitting alongside the top of it. You get a good view of the Saint 
Lawrence River from one of the hilltops. I wondered how many other sets of eyes looked 

from this point throughout the past. I got some street shots of the area and decided to 
make my way towards my car. After maneuvering through town decently well, my eyes 
were fixed on my next prize, Montmorency Falls. Standing at 275 feet tall and 150 feet 
wide this astonishing waterfall is a sight to see. There’s a set of staircases that give out 

different viewpoints and then there’s the suspension bridge that goes over the waterfall. 
There’s also a zip line that went over the river and in front of the waterfall. 

Since I didn’t have the funds nor the nerves to try the zip-line, I took my shots and then 
made my way to my last destination of the day, Jacques Cartier National Park. Located in 
the Laurentian Mountains, this park is a great location for the gorgeous lakes, the dense 

collection of black spruce trees, and astonishing views of the river valley from the lookout 



points some of the trails in the area provide. I heard great things about this place and I 
wanted to take advantage of the lookout views. My issue at the moment was time. I was 
running out of it. I was a little over an hour away from my hotel, daylight is going away, 
and I have a potential two-hour hike to get to one of the lookout points. There are some 
instances where you can’t fit everything into one day, so I decided to stay around one on 

the riverbeds and enjoy the beautiful landscape from level ground. There’ll be another 
time. With the sunset setting over the mountains I made my way to the car and headed 

back to a comfortable bed with my name on it.  

Day Three has come, and it's time to head forth to another famous city, Montreal. With a 
population of 1,649,519, this small town young man was going to have some fun. My first 
stop was in Mount Royal Park. A volcanic-related hill that’s a part of the Monteregian Hils 
situated in the west of Downtown Montreal, this place was fantastic with its various trails 

that surrounded the area. One of my highlights was the panoramic view of the city of 
Montreal from the Kondiaronk Belvedere Plaza. I got my bicycle as my primary mode of 
transportation, and I wanted to take the time to explore a little of downtown Montreal. I 
had a full charge on my cell phone, a bottle of water, some snacks, my camera, and a 
pocket full of hope and optimism. I got down the hill from where I parked my car and 

enjoyed how bicycle friendly this city is. There was a lot of cyclists on this beautiful 
summer day. I was on the hunt for the older parts of the city of Montreal. The structures in 
the area are stunning. The Notre-Dame Basilica Church was one example. Standing at 200 

feet tall and 151 feet in width, built 186 years ago, this intricate and architectural 
behemoth is truly stunning to see. I loved seeing the horse and buggies rolling along the 

cobblestone roads. These locations are great because they give you the opportunity to take 
a walk into another time. You have to admire the people that had the skill sets to create 
these structures with the technology that was available at the time. After daydreaming of 
horseback riding through this city, I got on my two-wheeled stallion and made my way 
alongside the Saint Lawrence River trails. There was outdoor music playing and people 

enjoying the beautiful sunny weather. I enjoyed my ride so much that I didn’t pay attention 
to where I was going, which would later introduce a dilemma. That realization of that 

difficulty came in my mind at around the point where my water bottle was almost empty. 
Looking around the area, I started to wonder where I was. I used my GPS, and I was a 45 
minutes bike ride away from my car. I didn’t think it was a big deal and that it would be 
easy to travel on a bicycle, I’ll just go back on the trail I just rode in on. That would work 
but only for about half of the bike ride. Remember that bit where I said I wasn’t paying 

attention as to where I was going, well that became the challenge from the older parts of 
Montreal City to Mount Royale Park. Looking at it now it shouldn’t have been a big deal, 
like most major cities there’s some form of a grid system with the roadways. That wasn’t 
the case for me at the time where I was wearing jeans and a dark shirt on a bicycle in 30 

plus degree Celsius (86 + degrees Fahrenheit) weather with a camera bag on my back with 
a cellphone that was running on 18% battery power. All I wanted to do was get to my car. 
I took a deep breath and started on my challenge of the day. I looked at the map and tried 
to find the best route with the least amount of hills and traffic congestion because I did fail 
to mention that this was a weekday at around supper time, traffic was going to get heavy. 
The ride was brutal. I would have a sigh of relief when I could coast down a hill, but I was 
heading towards Mount Royal Park, so it was going to be an uphill run for most of the way. 



I eventually found myself in the park’s boundaries smiling from ear to ear. After buying two 
bottles of water from a concession stand and disposing of them in a matter of seconds, I 
made my way to the parking lot. There was an outdoor act that was happening in one of 

the open areas involving people with Viking clothing and swords and shields and it 
seemed like they were acting out a fighting scene. I sat down to take a break and enjoyed 

the show. 

With my bicycle strapped to the roof rack, I got into my car and enjoyed the fact that I was 
sitting in an actual chair and not a small piece of foam fixed on a seat post. I turned on the 

A/C, and made my way downtown and was instantly reminded of the rush hour that I 
thought I left behind. You got to have some decent driving skills to get through this 

obstacle course. Construction is happening in various areas, traffic as far as the eye could 
see. There were some drivers that we’re swerving around traffic aggressively because they 
wanted to get out of this congestion. In all this mix you got a small town kid with a Ford 
Focus ST with a bicycle strapped to the roof catching on the methods to drive in these 

conditions. As stressful as that may sound, I had fun. It felt like I was filming a scene for 
the car movie “Gone in Sixty Seconds.” I finally got onto the Jacques Cartier Bridge and 

made my way to another hotel that I booked for the evening. I convinced myself that after 
a long day like this I deserved a shower and a nice comfortable bed. As much commotion 
was going on throughout my day, and the adversities that presented themselves along the 

way, I felt good and satisfied. It can be tough to transition from being in nature and 
relaxing small towns to high traffic cities with more lights and noise than you can handle. 

But within that chaos, there is a beauty that’s worth the time to explore. I enjoy 
photographers that do city photography if its architecture or portrait or documenting 

stories or events. Having the pulse of the city captured in photos can be a real challenge, 
but when it's done right, it can be a beautiful outcome. Tomorrow will be my departure 

day from this beautiful province, and my next stop will be the capital of this great country, 
the city of Ottawa and the province of Ontario. 



 

Saint Lawrence River. Quebec, Canada. 



 

Street Performer In Old Quebec City. Quebec, Canada. 



 

Montmorency Falls. Quebec, Canada. 



 

Jacques Cartier Provincial Park. Quebec, Canada. 



Article 6: LEARNING ABOUT MYSELF IN THE VAST LANDSCAPE THAT IS ONTARIO 

As I’m checking my cargo carrier and bicycle, and that everything is all with me and in my 
car, I glanced one last time to the city of Montreal and headed onto the highway towards 
the Ontario border. I’ve had such a great time in the province of Quebec with exploring 

Quebec City, Montmorency Falls, Jacques Cartier National Park, and Montreal. Now it was 
time to make my departure once again and with an oil change service appointment 

scheduled in Ottawa. The weather was gorgeous on the way out of Montreal, but that 
eventually changed when I hit the Ontario border. I had no idea where this terrible 

weather came from, but mother nature wasn’t having a great day. A massive thunderstorm 
greeted me when approaching the border with rain falling at a rapid pace, enough so that 
it was slowing the traffic down on the highway. I and many other motorists had our four-
way flashers on because the visibility was poor. Eventually, we got out of the storm, and 
gorgeous weather appeared once again like nothing happened. The upside was that my 

car did need a wash, so it all worked out in the end.  

Ottawa was going to be my first stop of the day. Since I’ve been accumulating a good 
amount of mileage on my car, I’ve been trying to keep on top of oil changes. I motored 

along and was in my little world and later realized two things. Number 1: I’m not making 
ample time to get to my final destination based on what the GPS is telling me. Number 2: 
my gas tank was not topped up that morning so based off what the info screen of my car 

was saying I was going to make it to my destination but only by a hair. And so the journey 
commences in a true-Marcel fashion where my attention is focused on driving within the 

legal speed limits and also be conscious of how much fuel I’m using. With 18 km (11 



miles) left in my tank and five minutes to spare, I made it to my destination. I got my 
bicycle and took off on a little adventure in the southern parts of Ottawa. With a 

population of 883,391, Ottawa is the capital of Canada. Being one of the most educated 
cities in the country, over half of the population have graduated from college/university. It 
also offers the biggest bilingual schools in the world. You also have tourist attractions like 
the Parliament Building, Rideau Canal which is another Unesco World Heritage Site, the 
National Gallery of Canada, and the Baytown Museum just to name a few. Now with all 
these beautiful examples being within the city you’d think that I'd have a ball exploring 
this large cultural location. Well, I’ll be honest with you and tell you that this was one of 

the most challenging times for me in this trip. The province itself was astonishing and 
comfortable to travel in. It was the traveler that was having issues. I never traveled like this 

before, everything that I was doing throughout the course of this trip was a learning 
experience. It was my personal classroom towards adversity so there was bound to be 

mistakes. My eating habits were terrible, relying on fast food 65% of the time. Living out of 
a car and sleeping in a tent proved to be interesting. Having to wear multiple hats 

throughout the trip kept me on my toes, and continuously trying to work within my 
schedule while keeping a sustainable budget all added to ultimately exchanging rest time 
over travel and destination time.  You have to work with the cards your dealt given. Long 
story short I had to skip Toronto for the sake of myself and my project’s budget and time. 
I'm making it a priority to visit the fantastic locations that are in Toronto shortly like the 
CN Tower, Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada, and of course my biggest landscape interest 

Niagra Falls. After taking the time to get a game plan of where I wanted to go in Ontario, I 
got a call that my car was ready, and after loading the bicycle onto the roof, I made my 

way to my night destination, Sudbury.  

I  stayed in Sudbury on my way to the East Coast earlier in the summer. Known as Greater 
Sudbury with a population of 160,274 people, this was once a thriving area for lumber 
and Nickel mining production. Rocky landscape surrounds the area with Ramsey Lake 

sitting near the downtown area. I woke up from a great sleep and shrugged when I looked 
at all the gear I had to bring back to the car. I trust people to an extent, but I don’t leave 

expensive gear in my car overnight when I stay at hotels. My end destination for today was 
Sault Ste. Marie. Located west of Sudbury, this was once a part of Michigan until a treaty 

was established in 1812 which initially created the border between Canada and the 
United States. I would get the occasional text message from my cellphone service provider 
telling me “Welcome to the United States. Please check out our roaming packages.” when 
I got close to the border. Ontario is a vast province. It gives a part of it’s land to the world’s 
largest freshwater lakes with Lake Superior, Lake Erie, Lake Huron, and Lake Ontario. All 

of them, including Lake Michigan, contain about 21% of the world’s freshwater. The 
province itself is 1,076,395 square kilometres (415,598 square miles) which makes it 

bigger than Spain and France combined. The population of the entire area is 13 505 900 
people, just a little under half of the population of canada. Pair that up with a tired traveler 

that was spoiled with smaller provinces like the Maritimes and then embark in what 
seemed like a separate country on its own was quite entertaining, but I was determined to 

get things done. 



Road construction is something that happens quite regularly throughout the summer. You’ll 
have maintenance provided to old roads, highways, and bridges which are nothing out of 

the ordinary. In my case, I was passing through some areas that had missing patches of 
pavement and instead it was covered in dirt with large sized rocks. You might have an idea 
where this is going. I’ll give you a little context. When I was in Nova Scotia, I had gotten a 
crack in my windshield. It’s a small and frequent damage in the grand scheme of things. I 
got it replaced and then took off on my road trip. Fast forward to this moment where I’m 

driving through this construction zone to where they're pieces of the pavement missing on 
the road surface. When I got to one of these areas, there was a gravel truck in the opposing 

lane passing by at the same time. The next thing I knew I heard a bang and after quickly 
looking for any damage, I learned that it hit my brand new, less than a month old 

windshield on the passenger side. I was frustrated by having a little itty bitty crack on the 
original windshield. Now I had a foot long crack on the passenger side. Surprisingly I 

didn’t get mad. I took a deep breath, continued paying attention to the road, and put the 
music back on. I made it to the campsite at Sault Ste Marie. With my tent set up, a meal 

cooking on the camping stove, I grabbed my folding chair and called it a day.  

Day three had come upon my tent in a nice glow of a beautiful sunrise. I woke up a little 
more refreshed from the drive I had the day before and took the morning atmosphere 

while I sat down and wrote in my journal. With my car packed up and securely locked, I 
was gone like the wind. My destination of the day was Thunder Bay. With a population of 
108,359, the city has been referred to as “Lakehead” because of its location at the end of 
the Great Lakes. What’s great with the Trans Canada Highway is that you get glimpses of 

some of the lakes. One of the first lakes that I got to see was Lake Huron. From off the 
Trans Canada Highway, this lake looks more like an ocean. I got a few drone shots of it 

and couldn’t help noticing the gorgeous colors that we’re in the water. Lovely green 
shades that eventually got darker as the water got deeper. Next was a beautiful waterfall at 
a rest stop. I didn’t get the name of the area, but I did capture it with my drone. Today was 
going to be a long stretch. The distance I was planning to cover was 706 kilometers (438 
miles) to get to the northern metropolis. At this point in the day, I still had a good deal of 
distance to cover and with caffeine being a close friend of mine, I took my time. There’s a 

fair amount of risk that comes in our lives on a day to day basis, but we don’t focus on 
them because our daily routines become second nature. We’re aware of the potential 

dangers that could happen if we become complacent or careless but overall we’re pretty 
good at keeping those thoughts from littering our minds. Some of those thoughts were 

running through my head. I’m driving by myself; I’m on numerous highways that had at 
times long stretches of nothing before I would see any civilization. I’m running on 

adequate amounts of sleep, but I’m not 100% on par with my nutritional intake and 
physical exercise. I took breaks every so often to get out of the car, stretch out my limbs, 
move my body, and clear my head. This province showed me the challenging sides of 

traveling. I eventually made it to my final destination which was another campground just 
outside of Thunder Bay. One of the things that I enjoyed was the social atmosphere that’s 
offered in these locations. You have people from all sorts of different directions that are 
traveling and seeing this beautiful country through their perspective. The soundtrack of 

people laughing, stereos that are blaring the top summer songs, the fires that are crackling. 
To some this might be the opposite of what they're looking for, I personally enjoyed it. 



With the tent welcoming me in its none insulated fashion, I went to bed with another 
brand new day just over the horizon. 

Day four has arrived, and the story continues with leaving Thunder Bay and heading 
towards the Trans Canada Highway. I didn't have an end destination in mind, but I knew I 

didn't want to take the way that I came when I went towards the East Coast earlier this 
summer. Highway 11 was going to be my answer. Being a more scenic route, I was going 

to take my chances. Highway 11 is the world’s longest street, at 1896 kilometers (1178 
miles) I’m sure I was going to see something great. This stretch of the highway consisted 
more of forests and lakes. You would get the occasional small town but if you’re looking 
for a route that gets you away from the city noise and into nature, this is one excellent 

choice. My end destination of the day was eventually going to be Eagle-Dogtooth National 
Park which is located on the west end of the province in between Kenora and Dryden. I 
wasn’t familiar with the area, so I trusted my GPS to get me there. Now to be fair, I’ve 
relied heavily on my GPS, and it has served me very well. I can count on one hand 
throughout this entire trip where it led me to the wrong location. Within the midst of 
traveling towards my end destination that day,  one of those examples of being lost 

became a reality. I followed highway 11 till I hit Fort Frances. A town of 7952 people, the 
locals shared with me that this is a great fishing area. With my cell phone continuing to 
welcome me to the United States because I’m so close to the border, I made my way to 

Highway 71 which would bring me northbound towards my final destination. I’m getting 
closer to the what the GPS is telling me is Dogtooth National Park. I eventually get 

directed off Highway 71 and onto a dirt road, which is nothing out of the ordinary since 
campsites are most of the time in the woods as they should. The problem at hand was that 

the road was progressively getting worse, but I kept going. Bear in mind I don’t have a 
great off road vehicle, so I’m beginning to be cautious of where I’m heading. The GPS told 
me to turn left and when I looked at where it was directing me I wasn’t looking at anything 
remotely close to a National Park entrance. This was a service road that led into the park’s 
boundaries. This pathway was more suited for a quad rather than a Ford Focus ST. I stood 

in the path for a bit, tried to gather my thoughts and started thinking of an alternative plan. 
I decided that I was going to get back on the highway and continue heading north. When I 

regained cell phone service, I took a look to see if I could find any other campsites and 
luckily there were a few within a fifteen-minute car drive. Rushing Water Provincial Park 

was going to be my final destination. Being by Dogtooth Lake I considered it close 
enough. I got into the park, found a beautiful location to set up my tent and grabbed my 
acoustic guitar and went into the woods where I could get a clear view of the sunset and 
play. Music has been a therapeutic outlet that I’ve used for as long as I’ve been playing an 
instrument. It becomes a way to take my mind off the long days that I would go through. It 
would help me reconnect with my creative side when I spend to much time away from it. 
It’s a way of expressing myself. I would categorize myself as being an introvert and music 

has been a great way to voice my interest that I continue to feel strongly about. With 
another day slowly ending, I started thinking of how far I’ve gone on this trip. I’m halfway 
through this country, and it felt like I just started my journey. My time spent on this project 

had been a blessing to experience so far. I didn’t document as much as I did in the 
previous areas but what this province has offered me is an opportunity to learn more about 
myself and be conscious of what’s going on in the present moment and the decisions that 



will affect me in the future. With that realization set in place in my head, I strummed my 
last chord, walked to my tent, and called it a night. With the Manitoba border coming, I 
wanted to make sure that I was up to the remainder of this great cross-country road trip. 
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Playing Guitar In Rushing River Provincial Park. Ontario, Canada. 



Article 7: EMBARKING IN THE WIDE OPEN PRAIRIES OF MANITOBA. 

The sense of travelling seems daunting when you’re sitting at work thinking of the potential 
risks that are incorporated into the decision. The idea that you voluntarily leave your 
secure lifestyle in exchange for the unknown doesn’t seem logically feasible. It could 

come off as a distant goal depending on your personal situation. It’s not simple to just get 
up and leave when you have important commitments like a family and a spouse and debt 
to name a few. But at some point in your life, there will be an opportunity that’ll open up 
so be receptive to the signs and take that chance because you never know what that very 

decision can bring you. 

Sitting in the north-west end of Ontario, I’m enjoying the beautiful morning sunrise that 
only the summer season can provide. I’ve been implementing meditation in my daily 

routine for the past six months and locations like forests and lakes are beautiful places to 
sit down and come at peace with myself. My goal of the day was to get over the border to 
head into Manitoba. I didn’t have any immediate intention of getting on the road so I took 

my time and absorbed what I encountered throughout this massive province that is 
Ontario. After having a camp cooked breakfast I packed all of my gear into the cargo 

carrier and made my way onto the highway. I got off highway 71 and headed westbound 
onto highway 17 towards Kenora. I’ve been using public Wi-Fi to upload my photography 
and daily vlogs throughout the trip. I had a routine so well practised that I could have my 
content uploaded onto Facebook and Instagram before having my breakfast ready. Having 
the luxury of Wi-Fi at home was something I realised I used a lot and because I was using 



my data off my cellphone rate plan I ended paying more than usual. That’s something to 
consider if you ever plan on using your cell phone as your primary device for keeping in 
communication with your family and friends and social feeds. After I got my caffeinated 

go-go juice and my breakfast, I got into my car and got my GPS to point me towards 
Winnipeg. 

I’ve lived in the prairies for the last eight years and its’ been a change to get used too in 
regards of the landscape. Having the Maritimes as your daily playground throughout your 

childhood is an immense privilege to have. Going from the ocean views with sandy 
beaches to the wheat fields and grain elevators was a minor change. But having spent time 

exploring the vast landscape has shown its own beauty. The rolling hills and wide open 
skies, the tremendous colours that appear throughout each season, and the relaxed 

atmosphere that the kind people throw off to you is a beautiful experience. I miss the 
Maritimes very much but the west has treated me well throughout all these years so I’m 

very fortunate that have called this my second home. As I make my way on the Trans 
Canada Highway and towards the Manitoba border I’m starting to see that very familiar 
landscape once again. I remember when I was making my way towards the East Coast 

earlier in the summer I was uncertain of what the outcome of this trip would be. Now that 
I’m coming back and seeing the landscape that I recall from over a month ago, my 

headspace was a little different. I felt more fulfilled and enlightened and certain of what I 
wanted to accomplish. With that in mind, I set my cruise control on and relaxed on the 

nice long highways.  

Winnipeg is the capital of Manitoba. Named after Lake Winnipeg, it’s located near the 
longitudinal centre of North America. With a population of 663,617 people, this is a great 
place to come to the many festivals that it’ll host throughout the year. Being a very humid 
location in the summer and very cold place in the winter, Winnipeg is the second sunniest 

city in Canada, Calgary, Alberta being the first. I was very fortunate throughout this trip 
with the weather that I received. My end destination was a campground on the south-west 

end of the city. I got to my location early in the afternoon so I decided to set up my tent 
and take a quick nap. Alongside with meditation, I took short naps to help regain some 
mental and physical charge. I decided that I wanted to explore Pinawa Dam Provincial 
Park. Manitoba is a great province to check out hydroelectric plants. This particular dam 
was the first one that provided power to the ever growing city of Winnipeg back in 1906 

till 1951. It was Manitoba’s first year-round hydroelectric plant up until it was shut down to 
facilitate the full flow of the Winnipeg River for the newly developed Seven Sisters Dam. 
This place is now a historical tourist attraction that was perfect to take photography and 

equally perfect for anyone wanting an abandoned industrial set to film on. The 
accessibility you have to view all the parts of the dam is astonishing. The day I went was 

gorgeous and warm. On the other side of the dam there was boats and sea doo’s and 
people on floatation devices where the water would have been flowing when the plant 

was fully operational. One particular spot caught my eye which was a shallow rapid river 
that had smoothed out the rocks underneath. This was a natural waterslide that people 



we’re using and it looked like a lot of fun. This was an astonishing place that I could of 
have spent my whole day exploring. 

That evening I spent going through the photos and film that I documented throughout the 
trip so far. The amount of diverse landscape is amazing to look at side by side. I had been 
so busy trying to get as much as I could of each location through my camera lens and my 
own eyes that when I sat down and looked at the raw photos that I felt so lucky to have 

been in the presence of these locations. I read a little bit into one of my books and called 
it a night. The next day I crawled out of my lovely living quarters and made my way 
towards my first destination of the day. Delta Beach is located on the north-west side 

outside of Winnipeg. Being a part of Lake Manitoba, this lake is nearby marshes that are a 
migration staging area. I wanted to come here to see what the lake looked like, and I was 
pleasantly surprised by the location. The beach reminded me of some of the beaches in 

Nova Scotia. There was trees on the beach with its roots completely exposed. The overcast 
that was going on that day gave a great shade to the shots. My end destination of the day 
was Riding Mountain National Park. Located further north-west of Winnipeg, the images I 
could gather off the internet seemed different in landscape than the prairies I’d been in for 

the last two days. I passed through one town called Forrest which had an old grain 
elevator that looked like it was in mint condition so naturally, I stopped to take some 

photos. The drive to the park was great. You get to see the prairies slowly blend into the 
beautiful forest landscape that I was making my way into. This park has a lot going on. It 

houses three different ecosystems like the grasslands, the upland boreal, and the 
deciduous forests. This 2969 square kilometres (1156 square miles) protected playground 

provided a home to all sorts of wildlife like black bears, elk, moose, wolves, bisons, to 
name a few. I was excited to see this park and it didn’t let me down. When I made my way 

to my tent site there’s the main drag that has all sorts of different little stores and 
restaurants, a beautiful beach with paved trails running alongside it with a boat dock, and 

a horse and buggy that made laps around the area . I made my way to one of the 
restaurants and after spoiling myself with a peanut butter marshmallow square for dessert, 

I made my way to one of the lakes within the park. Driving a hatchback sports car with 
slightly stiff suspension was as exciting as it sounds on a rough dirt road but eventually I 
made my way to my end destination. With my camera in hand, I went to work. I’m not 

entirely sure why it’s so relaxing to be near lakes but after setting the camera down I 
instantly fell into a trance of relaxation as the wind died down and the atmosphere 

became calm.   After I spent time in Ontario reflecting on myself in regards to my mental 
and physical state I tried to implement as much of a daily practice to make time to analyse 

what was going on whenever I could. Sitting on a small dock I had time to check in on 
how I was doing. As simple as it may sound, I'm certain that it’s something we don’t do 
enough. I know for myself that when I was working a regular full-time job I never made 
the time to see how I was truly feeling within a moment, where I was within myself. I 
watched the little waves hitting the corner of the dock and turned my focus onto the 

energy that was in front of me, the entity that is nature. I made my way to my car and with 
another bumpy ride in the little white stallion, I went to my campsite that I was going to 
spend the night in. I finished editing my photo and video that I was going to upload onto 

my social feeds for the next day and noticed the rain drops that we’re falling onto my 
windshield. I was underneath a big tree so the raindrops fell at a slower pace which made 



it perfect for sleeping. In the last two months, I’ve never been so connected to the present 
moment as I have been throughout this road trip. It’s natural to us to focus on creating our 
pathway to a sustainable and secure future. But for me, I’ve been so fixated on the idea of 

wanting to try to figure out what I wanted to do with my life that I would borderline 
neglect what was facing me in the present moment. I wanted to make an effort to 

appreciate what was in front of me on a daily basis, and I’ve been blessed to have had the 
beautiful country of Canada to be that entity that has been in front of me throughout this 

time of self-reflection. 
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Article 8: THE OPEN SPACES OF FREEDOM IN SASKATCHEWAN. 

The feeling of freedom is a feeling that continuously grows as you progress from what took 
you away from it in the first place. When you’re working a job that doesn’t fulfil you in any 

way other than for a means of having a secure financial lifestyle, the escape that you 
construct in your head becomes a formulated image based on what you interpret freedom 

at that given moment. When you have the opportunity of taking on the freedom that 
you’ve been striving for while you’ve been daydreaming at your unfulfilling job, there’s a 

probability that the image you created in your head doesn’t fully match what is waiting for 
you within your interpretation of freedom based off the boundaries of economical and 

societal standards. When you take the chance to embark on your vision of freedom there’s 
a probability that at first it’ll feel liberating and exciting. The catch with a situation like this 

is that as much as you plan your escape and your first steps, you never fully know what 
will happen since you spent most of your time planning in the confines of a mindset that 
was in a different headspace altogether. The unknown is facing you now. And that’s where 

things become beautiful. 

With the morning light slowly seeping through my tent I open my eyes and stared straight 
up trying to gain consciousness. I’m in Riding Mountain National Park in Manitoba. This 

will be my last day in this wonderful getaway to the prairies. As I’m making my way out of 
my tent, I’m automatically running my objectives of the day. Throughout this trip, I had 

preplanned a route to where I wanted to go each day and things that I wanted to do. That 



preplanning slowly went out of the door as I made my way across the country. Throughout 
the beginning of 2016, I worked on my days off on a layout of what I would be doing 
throughout the cross country road trip. The layout was saved in my phone and in my 
laptop and I revised it when I was home in Nova Scotia. That was the last time that I 

looked at it. Don’t get me wrong it’s crucial to have a plan when it comes to travelling for 
any long distance but it’s easy to get swept into the moment when you get onto the road 
and see all sorts of surprises that you never knew existed. A part of the trip relied on the 

layout, but most of the choices that were made were done off the fly. It was a good way of 
keeping the trip exciting. I went for a quick bicycle ride that morning around the area to 

get the blood circulating since I’ll be sitting in my car for a good deal of time. Once again 
the tent got broken down and loaded up in the cargo carrier of my car, and with one last 

look at the wonderful Riding Mountain National Park, I was on my way towards the 
Saskatchewan border. 

Being known as a major agricultural and oil and gas industry, Saskatchewan is the central 
prairie province that sits in between Manitoba and Alberta. With an estimated population 

of 1,150,632, the northern parts of the province are mostly boreal forests and beautiful 
clear lakes with the added bonus of the sand dunes in the Athabasca Sand Dunes 

Provincial Park. The southern parts of Saskatchewan are the prairie landscape that the 
province is known for. My destination of the day was going to be Regina. As much as I 

enjoyed the various scenery that I was seeing throughout this trip, I have grown so 
accustomed to the prairie landscape in the last eight years that I felt more at home driving 
alongside the wide open fields. Having this type of space around me has a psychological 
effect where I have room to breath and think and be more within the present moment. You 

look at any direction and your eyes can wonder forever. The landscape rolls along in a 
manner that is relatively flat but not boring. The variable agriculture that grows in these 

fields is so colourful and rich in the energy it gives off that you could almost feed off from 
it. As I’m slowly making my way towards one of the prairie cities I started wondering what 
I was going to do when I’d be done with the trip. Alberta was where I was from and I spent 
a lot of time exploring and documenting the wonderful things within it. British Columbia 
was going to be my last province of the trip and then that was going to be it. Five months 
of planning and preparing had been executed and was soon going to be over. Then in an 
instant, I snapped back into the present moment and continued focusing on what was in 
front of me. I still had a lot of ground to cover, a lot of different things to see, and there 

was no room to try to figure out something that I had very little control over. With Regina 
in my sight, I straighten myself in my seat and motored along. 

Heading towards the capital city of Saskatchewan, with an estimated 193,000 people and 
continuously growing, I wanted to go to a nice spot and relax. The Legislation Building is 
what came to mind. It was a gorgeous afternoon and there was a lot of people that we’re 

out enjoying the beautiful summer weather. I grabbed my camera and went for a little 
stroll around the grounds of the Legislature. Built in between 1908 and 1912, this Beaux 

Arts style design has aged well. Being over a 100 years old I’m awestruck with the 
complexity of the architecture with the resources that would ogf been used in that time 
period. I went for a walk alongside the Wascana Lake watching some rowers charging 
along the water. After laying under a tree to get away from the sun it struck me that a tv 



series that my dad is a massive fan of was filmed in Saskatchewan. Corner Gas was filmed 
somewhere in a rural area of the province and I thought it be a great idea to see if I could 
find it. My search results showed that it was 40 minutes away from where I was so after 
regaining a little bit of excitement I ran to my car and bolted southbound on highway 6. 
When I was spending time with my parents in June, every day at 5 pm it almost seemed 
like a priority for my dad to have the tv on Corner Gas reruns. I never watched the show 
before but with time I eventually enjoyed it. I think part of the reason was because I was 

spending time with my dad which is something I don’t get to do often since I live far away 
from home. From highway 6 and then westbound on a dirt road, which one perk of the 

prairies is most of the dirt roads are smooth and straight which works well for a little 
hatchback sports car, I finally made it to a little town called Rouleau. 

With a population of 453, starting life as a location for a post office in 1895 and then 
eventually incorporating a town in 1905, there’s a good chance that this town would be 
better known for being the set for the tv series Corner Gas. Airing in 2004 and ending in 
2009, the set was abandoned up until an entrepreneur bought it as a tourist attraction for 
the town. I didn’t know what to expect when I’d get there. When I arrived the set looked 
great. They repaired it to make it look close to what it did before and I was smiling from 

ear to ear being able to see this little piece of history in front of me. I instantly got into my 
car and parked it by where the gas pumps would have been. A little context, the set was a 
gas station and a restaurant in one building. I got my camera and took several photographs 

and placed it on Facebook right away. I was hoping that my dad would get to see the 
photo at some point and be excited for it. After soaking as much as I could of the moment 
and feeling like a celebrity, I made my way north on highway 39 to my final destination, 

Moose Jaw. With a population of 33, 274, this town is known for being an important 
junction for the agricultural industry of the province, and also being home to the 

Snowbirds which is the Canadian acrobatic military air force group. This town had a lot of 
amazing older buildings that have been kept in great care. My campsite of the night was 

on the south end of the Moose Jaw River which was nice because I was looking for a 
location that was close to the city but not into it. I set up my tent and eventually went to 

explore a little bit of the city. My first impression of the area was that it had a more relaxed 
pace than some of the comparable cities I had been into. I got a chance to examine some 
of the structures like City Hall. One of the tourist attractions of the area among many are 

the tunnels that are underneath the city. Established in the beginning of 1908, these 
tunnels were used for multiple purposes. Originally built for underground steam systems 
that were later abandoned, these tunnels were used for hiding Chinese railway workers 

from the Yellow Peril, and then later used in the 1920’s for rum running during the 
prohibition in the United States. It also served as a location for gambling and prostitution, 

and some say that Al Capone had supposedely visited Moose Jaw expressing interest in the 
bootlegging operations when they were active. Eventually, the tunnels got restored and 
were open to the public as a tourist attraction in the year 2000. With all of the amazing 

history that was literally under my feet, all I could think about was eating supper and 
going to bed. I was hitting one of the few mental brick walls that eventually made me 

decide to take some time for myself and relax. 



After spending the night in Moose Jaw I got out of my tent a little more refreshed than the 
day before and was ready to charge through another day of exploring. My destination was 
Saskatoon. Located north-west of Moose Jaw, I got onto highway 2 and the eventually on 

highway 11. I passed by a beautiful lake that I later found was associated with Buffalo 
Pound Provincial Park. Taking some aerial shots of the body of water that was nestled into 

the prairie landscape, I couldn’t help but think of the stereotypes that the prairies are 
known for. I’ve personally learned throughout the years that the prairies have beautiful 

hidden gems if you decide to explore. When I got to the city of Saskatoon I had this strong 
urge to go into a bookstore. I don’t know about you but as much as it’s a luxury to carry a 
library in your pocket that also has the accessibility of buying books anywhere there’s cell 
phone reception, there’s nothing like feeling the pages of an actual book. I said to myself 

that I wasn’t going to buy any physical books since I was travelling, but I never fully 
committed myself to that agreement. With an estimated population of 305,000, this is the 
largest city in the province. I didn’t spend a whole lot of time here because, in order for 
me to have the time and finances to explore larger landscape locations like the Rocky 
Mountains and the various landscapes in British Columbia, I’d have to keep moving 

forward and spend less time in the upcoming cities. Saskatoon, Toronto in Ontario, and St 
John’s in Newfoundland will be trips I’ll plan for in the course of the next three years. As 
I’m making my way westbound on the Trans-Canada highway I was already imaging the 

epic images I’d get throughout the following two provinces which were going to be Alberta 
and British Columbia. The prairies were a refreshing scene for a set of tired eyes. Having 
the vast landscape stretch in front of you gives you a feeling of freedom. A feeling that I 
continued to experience and learn about its many colours and emotions throughout the 

trip. Taking the opportunity to step away from what was considered an uninspiring 
headspace to a vast amount of landscape ready to be explored at your command had been 
something I had been dreaming of for a long time. With this in mind, I made my way west 

to the Alberta border, towards the wild rose country. 



 

My Car Pretending To Be  A Celebrity At The Original Set Of The TV Series Of Corner Gas. 
Rouleau, Saskatchewan, Canada. 



Article 9: A DRIVE THROUGH MEMORY LANE IN ALBERTA. 

How much do you remember of your past? How many life lessons have you attained from 
living carelessly or unknowingly and inevitably learn something valuable from it? Learning 
life lessons the hard way creates an everlasting imprint in your memory, sometimes to the 

point that you can see and hear and feel the memory come to life. We are meant to 
experience life in whatever way and shape that it comes at us. Having the ability to attain 

experience is single handily the best textbook ever provided in this state of life.    

I’m sitting in my car on the Trans-Canada Highway in Saskatchewan heading towards the 
Alberta border. I left North Battleford early in the afternoon with the end destination of 
Lloydminster. The last time I saw Alberta was roughly over two months ago. I left with a 

weak mental state that needed to broken free. I was fortunate to have an opportunity 
working a job that offered financial security and benefits, but it provided very little into 

what I wanted to invest my time into which became extremely taxing on my mental state. 
It produced an outlet to bury myself in a position where I didn’t feel a need to grow and 

explore my creative and personal self. I left that mental state with the intention of wanting 
to reconnect with myself and hopefully gain some form of clarity of what could be my 

next step. With the Alberta border nearby, I came to realize while sitting in my car that the 
mental state I left with in this province was not forgotten, but a vivid memory. It was a 

lesson that I needed to have to better understand myself in trying times. Having the wide 
open spaces that are within this beautiful country has been a regular therapeutic session 

for me and has given me the ability to explore myself in a deeper manner. The intention of 
the trip was to get a chance to see Canada, to gain great photography opportunities, and 

being able to take a break from the noise that was in front of what I wanted to accomplish. 



The personal discoveries I gained throughout this trip was a blessing in disguise because 
that was one of the missing pieces of myself  that needed to be exposed.I needed to invest 

time into learning the practices of bettering my overall self and implement them in my 
daily life. After I topped up my car with fuel which seemed like the 1000th time I made 

my way to Vermillion and took in the familiar summer prairie air.  

For the last eight years, Alberta has been a great province to me. I remember leaving the 
Halifax Airport in March of 2008 with absolutely no idea of what I was going to do. I was 

told that if I wanted to get a higher paying job that Alberta was the place to go. I come 
from a community with an economy mostly driven in the fishing, boat building, lodging, 
mink farming and tourism industry. Other small businesses are doing well, but most of 

those small businesses have been around for some time. The family-driven business that 
has been handed down from generation to generation. With more people making a move 

across the country I wanted to try my chances and see where they would bring me. I 
ended up living in a small town called Camrose for the first five years. With a population 
of 17, 286 and located in the central parts of the province, this was my first impression of 

the prairies. I dropped resumes off wherever I thought I’d be adequate at the job and 
waited for the phone to ring. I lived with my uncle which was more than gracious to 

welcome me and offer me a roof over my head up until I could find a place for my own. 
At the time I was in a relationship with someone that made the journey with me from the 
East Coast. This period in my life was invested in the idea of joining a musical band. I'd 
been playing the guitar for about three years at this point, and I wanted to get into the 

metal music scene. I went to a local music store, and one of the sales rep, which I later 
found out was a guitar teacher, asked me if I wanted to come over to his place and play. 
Being that I had been in Alberta for about three weeks and didn't know anyone, this guy 

shared the same interest as I did I so I said yes. That became a very amazing friendship that 
I still regard as one of the moments in my life that have been incredibly inspirational and 

fulfilling.  

With those memories coursing through my head while I’m driving on the Trans Canada 
Highway towards Edmonton from Vermillion, it’s almost like I’m coming back into this 

province with the same set of eyes. The idea of not fully knowing what was going 
happened when this cross country trip was going to be over had a similar feeling of when I 

first came out here back in 2008. I’d created a plan for what the next step would be in 
regards of Resonance Reflection. I will get a full-time job to replenish my funds, work on 
finishing the first phase of my  photography portfolio within the first three months of my 

return, and begin the next steps in the second project. The thing with creating plans is that 
all sorts of variable situations can come about with little to no warning. Adversity can 

appear and cause you to make decisions that might not fall in your favor. Ultimately it’s 
what you do in those periods in time that’ll materialize what will be your future. Having a 

calculated mindset that’s educated in the manner paired with your gut feeling and your 
intuition is about as good as it can get. Such was the case with my life in Camrose in 

2008. I eventually gain employment with an electronic store that later became a cellphone 
store. I had a fantastic employer and great people to work with. The guitar teacher that I 
met became the rhythm guitarist and main composer for the band that we constructed 
through musical friends. We had our EP recorded and released onto the internet when 



platforms like MySpace, Reverbnation, and Unsigned we’re big. We played local and city 
shows throughout the life of the band. I thought that everything was going according to 
plan. Then the relationship that I was involved in broke apart and I ended up being the 

one that had to move out. I was fortunate enough to have the singer of the band take me in 
his home. I lived in his basement for several months which also served as the recording 

studio for the band. Our rhythm guitarist was living in a house which was shared with four 
other people, so when they all started to leave, he proposed that the band should live 

there. Now with everyone all living under the same roof with the same goal to attain, we 
got to work on our next EP.  

My first stop in Alberta from my cross country trip was going to be Edmonton. With a 
population of 877, 926, and the capital of the province, I was here to meet up with some 
friends to catch up and get some little things taken care of. I spent the last three years in 
Edmonton working in the city and then eventually up north in the oil industry. Before I 
moved to Edmonton, I was still in Camrose working at the same cellphone shop and 
playing music with the band that I had been with for about two years. We were busy 

holding down full-time jobs and writing music and playing shows whenever and wherever 
we could. We would meet all sorts of amazing musicians and fans along the way. One 

show, in particular, was in Edmonton in one of the industrial areas where I met an 
attractive young woman that caught my interest. She was back in Edmonton from a trip 
overseas. We ended up talking in between the bands that we’re playing before us and 
played a game of hot hands after our set. You know you met someone interesting when 

you play a children’s game in a metal venue after four bands have obliterated your 
capability of hearing. We exchanged numbers and eventually started dating. The writing 
process of the band’s latest EP was going great, the relationship that I was building with 
this inspiring person was amazing, and it seemed like the world of Marcel was at peace 

once again. Its crazy how life can change in a short amount of time. One of the things that 
the woman I was dating would do every Sunday is head down in the rougher parts of town 

with a group of people and bring food for the homeless. A small group of individuals 
would get together in a parking lot, rain or shine or snow, and bring food and clothes that 
they would buy or donate to the homeless people within the area. I never seen this side of 
society to this degree and it was a real eye opener. These are the types of experiences that I 
believe has to be witnessed within someone’s lifetime. This woman had a strong belief of 
wanting to help the less fortunate that she quit her job that she went to school for in order 

to work in the homeless shelters. To this day she's still an inspiring figure that I was 
fortunate enough to share a small portion of my life with. She was a beautiful inside and 

out.  

I’m on my way southbound of Edmonton to spend the night at my friend’s lake lot. I have 
known this great individual for several years, and I owe so much of what has changed 

throughout my life from his help. To give you a little context this is someone that from the 
day I met has showcased the entrepreneurial mindset that has continued to inspire me to 
this day. He and his family have been a second home with my time in Alberta. If it wasn’t 

for him, I honestly don’t believe I would be where I’m heading today sharing my work 
with you. Taking the time to catch up, you naturally look back in the past with all the good 
times you've had, and sometimes not so great.  After the band had finished recording the 



EP, things started to fall apart. I was investing more time in the relationship that I was 
involved in and not with the band. I decided that I wanted to quit the band to concentrate 

on what at the time mattered most to me. It wasn’t an easy decision but it felt to be the 
logical choice. That decision inevitably didn’t work in my favor after some time passed. 

The relationship started to grow tension, and with the issues mostly deriving from me, we 
broke up. With the band members moving out, I was the last person living in this large 

home, so I started looking for roommates within the area.  That turned out to be a terrible 
situation. The individuals that I managed to get were not fantastic. I was dealing with 

people who didn’t have a job, that was dealing with some form of substance abuse, and 
was terrible at getting bills paid on time that we’re all under my name. After several 

months, a recommendation came up for a basement suit that was up for rent in the nicer 
area of town. With no hesitation, I took the offer and moved out of the band house as 

quickly as I could. 

I enjoyed the little time I had left with my good friends on their lake lot before I left for my 
next destination. My return in Alberta was going to be brief since I was heading towards 
the Rocky Mountains and then British Columbia. The next and last stop were going to be 
with my two dear friends who are from Nova Scotia. I continued driving eastbound on 

Highway 11 while branching off Highway 2 with surroundings that are familiar for the first 
time in a while. Central Alberta is where I explored the most while I was living in the 

basement suite in Camrose. My schedule consisted of a day off in the weekday and a day 
off on Sunday. I’d always try to make a purpose to go somewhere I hadn’t gone before, 

even if it wasn’t far away from home. With the musical band becoming a memory, and my 
love life shut down, I didn’t have much of anything to keep me entertained. I started 

running which became a hobby I enjoyed very much. I'd looked forward to a lap around 
one portion of the town every second night of the week. It was incredible to get out and 

go somewhere under your power covering a decent amount of distance. It became 
relaxing when I got used to it. One Christmas I got a gift certificate from my boss to a local 
gym which timed out pretty well since I wasn't a fan of running in the snow. I continued to 

get into shape, but the more I invested my time into the practice, the more I was drifting 
away from my creative self. My guitars we’re not getting used as much. That became 

apparent when I started to feel frustrated with myself. I didn’t feel like I was living to the 
extent that I could at the time. I felt unmotivated and unfulfilled. It got to a point where 

one of my good friends had a conversation with me. He shared to me something that I will 
never forget. “You don’t seem like yourself. You look like you’re just merely existing.” He 
was completely right. It walloped me. I knew what he meant. It didn’t take any amount of 

time for it to process in my head. Something needed to change. I worked on getting a 
practice schedule with playing the guitar. While running, I’d listened to music that helped 
me gain inspiration. It wasn’t easy, but it eventually started to pay off. Around this point in 
time Photography began to manifest in my life. Since I worked in a cell phone store, I had 
the opportunity to play with the smartphones that we’re starting to have fantastic camera’s 

built into them. I would explore the badlands of Drumheller, the Rocky Mountains in 
Jasper National Park, and the prairies that surrounded me. I started to gain momentum 

once again on myself and the creative side of me. 



I got to my end destination with the welcoming of my two dear friends from Nova Scotia 
and their tremendously adorable dog. There a couple that I’ve known for a good deal of 
time. The wife has been a close friend of mine since Junior High, and I got to know her 

husband since they first came out here. There’s nothing like getting together with good old 
friends. We talked about what was going with the current state of our economy and then 

after a few drinks we went right into the funny stories of our past experiences while 
growing up on the beautiful East Coast. We all miss our families back home, and we keep 
talking about setting a date to when we’d be ready to go back to Nova Scotia. It’s not easy 

being far away from home. You miss so many moments that could be embraced and 
remembered in real time, not through your Facebook feed or email. I know that when I 
was living in Camrose, every Sunday consisted of a drive out to a lake nearby and the 

body of water would vaguely remind me of when I'd spend time at lakes that we’re near 
my home. I said my farewell to my good friends and thank them for their hospitality and 

moved on towards the north. I had the choice of heading on Highway 2 and then 
Eastbound towards the Trans Canada Highway which would bring me towards Jasper. That 
was going to be my end destination, but I decided to make a little detour and went north 
on Highway 56 which would bring me to Camrose. I wanted to see what had changed 

since I left. In the three years that I have been away from Camrose, I could count on one 
hand how many times I went back. Since the conversation I had with my friend happened 
back when I was in the basement suite, he tried to convince me to give oil field work a try. 

At the time I didn’t want to because it didn’t interest me. Then after a while, I started to 
think that maybe it wouldn’t be a bad idea. One offer came up with the company that he 
was working with and he pitched the offer towards my way. This time, I took the chance 
and went for it. The manager called back for an interview and several days later I had a 
call to advise me that I had the job. It was time to say goodbye to the small town that I 

spent the last five years in and head towards the capital city.  

I worked in Edmonton with a heavy equipment rental company for one year up until I got 
an offer to work alongside an oil refinery that was being expanded. I spent two years there, 
right up until we got the letter that our services were no longer needed. The last six months 
I was out there I started planning my trip across the country. On my days off I’d be writing 

up a layout of what I wanted to do and what would be considered with my expenses, 
living accommodations, distance to travel, and emergency safety planning. Those last six 
months we’re hard on everyone. With the rumors circling about what was going on about 

the plant expansion, the less than ideal job security that presented itself each shift as 
people would get laid off, and the lack of motivation that was beginning to develop within 
the workforce, it was enough for some people to pack up and leave. I thought about how I 

handled this period while I was on the trip. I didn’t fair with the situation well. I was 
unmotivated and became bitter at the idea of heading back to work. It came to a point 

where one on of my co-workers called me out on my attitude. This is an example of why 
you need friends that aren't afraid to tell you to smarten up when you’re becoming a jerk. 
From that point on I tried my very best to have a more positive attitude. In March I told my 

boss of my intentions for the summer. In May we received the email that we were done 
with working on the oil refinery, so we had one week left to get all of our gear off site and 
be gone by the 31st. June 1st I woke up early in the morning, placed the keys to the house 

I was renting on the kitchen island and got into my car and took off towards the East, 



which then brings us up to speed to the last eight entries of the Canadian Cross Country 
Road Trip. My time in this beautiful province has been a great journey. I went from being a 

young guy with no clue of his life trajectory to an older version of myself that now has a 
little more sense of what I want to do. I’ve heard from very successful and influential 

people say that you spend your 20’s trying all sorts of things to figure out what you want to 
do, and then you focus on what you've discovered to potentially be your calling in your 
30’s. If that’s the case, then I should be right on track. With my travels through memory 
lane ending with Camrose fading in my rear view mirror, I’m heading towards what I 

would consider being the most beautiful place in Canada, the Rocky Mountains. 



Because I needed to make time and watch my budget throughout this trip, I spent very 
little of documenting Alberta. In exchange I’ll offer shots that I had taken earlier this year 

from previous photography sessions.  

 

Abandoned Truck In The Winter Season. Alberta, Canaada. 



 

Northern Lights Over Elk Island National Park. Alberta, Canada. 



 

The Atlas Coal Mine Tipple. Drumheller, Aberta, Canada. 



 

Abandoned Barn In The Prairies. Alberta, Canada. 



Article 10: A DRIVE THROUGH MEMORY LANE IN ALBERTA. 

The sight of something beautiful affects people in different ways. The initial feeling of 
seeing an entity that takes you by surprise and captivates you in an in-depth manner is an 

experience that some of us pursue for a lifetime. Exploring the unknown has been a 
mindset that individuals have been fixated on and committed to exploring. I respect the 
people that seek purpose and fulfillment abroad into the unknown. There is so much to 
learn and experience in this world with the diverse cultures that make this planet the 

whole societal infrastructure that it is. You step away from your comfort zone the moment 
you embark into the unknown. That's where questions can attain answers. Honest 

answers. Moments like this can place you in a vulnerable state of mind, expose you to 
scenarios of physical weakness, test your mental capacity to deal with the situation at 
hand. These are the times in our lives that need to be embraced, not turned away. By 

looking away from the adversity is looking away at a potential opportunity to find a deeper 
sense of yourself. The chance of seeing something beautiful inside or around you. 

I’ve been to Jasper National Park over a dozen times while living in Alberta for the last 
eight years and you know what, it never gets old. The landscape changes throughout the 
drive away from Edmonton to the Rocky Mountains. The prairie fields start to chance, and 
the forests from the west become dense. You’ll drive through towns like Edson and Hinton 
which at that point you’ll be getting closer to the mountain landscape. I have a sweet spot 
when it comes to the Rocky Mountains. Formed anywhere between 80 to 55 million years 
ago where some plates slid underneath the western part of the North America plate, these 
natural occurrences, paired with the erosion from glaciers, have all contributed into the 

massive stone structures that are the Rocky Mountains. Stretching as far North as the Liard 
River in British Columbia to as far south as the Rio Grande in New Mexico,  this chain of 



mountains span a distance of more than 4800 kilometers (3000 miles). The Rockies are a 
landscape photographer’s dream or any photographer for that matter. It has the various 
landscape that offers amazing color pallets and compositional opportunities that would 
keep someone entertained in all sorts of media formats for quite a long time. I’m leaving 
Edmonton after spending the last few days with close friends in central Alberta with the 

intention of spending time in the mountain town of Jasper in Jasper National Park. With a 
location like this, there’s no denying that I’ll be capturing many photos and having a great 

time. 

Jasper National Park is located west of the town of Hinton. Being the largest National Park 
in the Rockies at 10, 878 square kilometers (4200 square miles), there are all sorts of 

different things to see and do. You have the mountain landscape surrounding you as you 
drive into the park. They'll most likely be animals like Elk and Moose and Big Horn Sheep 
being relaxing alongside the road on your travels. The town of Jasper has a population of 
4432 but that changes depending on which season you're in. There was an article posted 
back in 2012 saying the population can grow as high as 30,000 people in and around the 
town. There’s good reason for that. You have the Jasper Skytram that's within a ten-minute 
drive from the town center. The cable car goes as high as 7200 feet and gives you a broad 
panoramic view of the surrounding landscape. Just north of town, you have Pyramid Lake. 

Getting its name from the Scottish Geologist James Hector back in 1859, the lake is 
foreshadowed by the Egyptian-shaped structure that is called Pyramid Mountain. Standing 

at 9,075 feet (2766 meters), the large entity makes a beautiful backdrop to the gorgeous 
clear emerald colored lake. Maligne Canyon and Maligne Lake is located southeast of the 

town which offers astonishing views of waterfalls and bodies of water nestled into the 
mountain landscape. If you head south from the town of Jasper, you have the Athabasca 
River that flows alongside Highway 93, better known as the Icefield Parkway Highway. 
Take a slight detour off Highway 93 and onto Highway 93A, and you’ll get to locations 
like Mount Edith Cavell which is by far one my favorite spots in the park. Named after 

nurse Edith Cavell who was involved in the first World War helping Allied soldiers escape 
from Belgium to the Netherlands, but unfortunately later executed by the Germans, the 
location is breathtaking. You get to hike next to this mountain face that has glaciers that 

are melting into a waterfall alongside and into a beautiful bright green colored lake. 
Continue driving south from Mount Edith Cavell, and you’ll eventually see the Athabasca 
Falls. Another great photogenic area where you have this beautiful waterfall roaring over a 
layer of Quartzite stone and through limestone that's created unique shapes in the stone 

that you get to see at the bottom of the falls. At this point, you'll be near highway 93 which 
if you take it south from Athabasca Falls will eventually bring you to the Columbia 

Icefields. The largest Icefield in the Rocky Mountains, this has been a massive tourist 
attraction for many years. In recent years the tour has added the Icefield Skywalk which is 

glass surface walkway that's located 10 kilometers (6 miles) away from the Icefield and 
hangs off the side of a cliff with a 918 feet drop underneath. All of this and many other 

examples in this relatively small area of the Rocky Mountains is enough entertainment to 
keep me going got a while.  

My first stop was going to be in Hinton. Located 81 kilometers North-East (50 miles) of the 
town Of Jasper and within the Athabasca River Valley, the population sits at around 9640. 



This location is tremendous for being so close to the Jasper National Park gate, and having 
a pretty sweet bicycle park that’s free to use is a bonus. I was going to spend the night at 
the KOA campground outside of the town. After setting my tent up, I watched rain clouds 
coming my way. I went for a bite to eat in town to get away from the rain but when I got 
back to my tent site, both myself and many campers that evening got the opportunity of 

looking at a gorgeous rainbow over the mountain landscape. With the sunset slowly 
descending behind the mountains, I went to bed with excitement pent up inside of me for 

the following day. The next morning I went for breakfast at one of the coffee shops, and 
after uploading my content for the day on my online social feeds, I made my way straight 

to the park gate. The drive into the park from the entrance to the town of Jasper is fantastic. 
You get to see the beautiful little bodies of water next to the highway with the massive 
stone structures sitting over top of them. One mountain, in particular, stands out every 
time that I drive into the park. A good friend of mine pointed me out this mountain that 
resembles a person’s face staring straight at the sky. You see this face particularly well in 

the morning when the sun is shining and casting shadows on the right areas of the 
mountain. Nature is one great artist. My first stop was going to be Pyramid Lake. I wanted 
to get some footage of the mountain bike trails that are around the area, and I knew just 

the place. Before Pyramid Lake, you have Patricia Lake. Not too far from there, you have a 
bike trail that goes into the woods. That trail eventually leads you to this fun downhill run 
that’s within my riding comfort level. Descending this trail is a blast, the only downside is 
the ride back up the hill to the parking lot where you leave your car. After getting a chance 

to film the bike run, I went for a short nap alongside the beach of Pyramid Lake. What’s 
great about this place is that there’s a spot you can rent all sorts of little boats like canoes, 

kayaks, paddle boats, and row boats. I decided I wanted more fun footage for my daily 
vlogs so I rented a kayak and went for a little stroll on the water. It was at this point that I 
realized how big Pyramid Mountain was. There’s one spot for tourists on the lake that’s 

called Pyramid Island which is a small island located on the lake that has accessibility by 
foot with a bridge. It offers a beautiful view of the mountain, but not as great as from a 

boat. It was peaceful to be on the water that day with the gorgeous weather and the small 
breeze that carried my kayak at a steady pace. I went to the campground that I was going 

to spend the night and with a rumbling stomach, I made my way to the town of Jasper. 
Beforehand I wanted to get some footage and photographs before the sun went down so I 

stopped at Old Fort Point to walk up the trail to get a view of the town and the surrounding 
landscape. I love coming up at this lookout point. It's away from the tourist traffic, and 
once in a while, you get to walk by some Long Horn Sheep. I eventually made my way 

down, and while I was walking down, I noticed someone was sitting by the trail. It’s 
clearly nothing out of the ordinary to see people on this trail, but for some reason, it 
seemed like I knew this person. As I was getting closer to the individual, I eventually 

realized it was one of my friends from the Maritimes that was visiting Alberta. We chatted 
for a bit, and I found out that some our friends we’re associated with were also in Jasper so 
I asked if I could come along. After having a great meal at one of the local restaurants, we 
toured around the town of Jasper and later said our farewells. Throughout this trip, my car 

became my mobile office for when I’d edit photos and videos that were being posted 
throughout my journey. With a picture and video ready to be uploaded the next day I 

closed my eyes and hoped to get another sunny day of exploring. 



The next morning greeted me with the opposite of what I was expecting. The raindrop 
soundtrack I was getting off of my tent gave me the indication that this was going to be a 
long and wet day. The rain periodically stopped and then came back and then stopped. 
You might think that this would be tough conditions to shoot in, which in all honesty it 
can be, but the upside is the overcast gives out a more dramatic look to the mountains 

which is an effect I enjoy very much. With my raincoat on and an extra pair of socks, I was 
on my way to my first destination of the day, Mount Edith Cavell. The drive to the location 
is off Highway 93A on a twisty and slightly narrow road. After spending most of my time 
in the lower gears of my transmission in my car because of the uphill drive, I got to my 

destination. I was completely awestruck. I couldn’t believe what I was seeing. This was the 
type of landscape that I am looking for throughout this trip. You have this massive rock 

face that has ice sitting midway on the mountain and then on top. The ice that was 
midway was melting and creating a waterfall for the lake on the ground level. I fell in love 

with the location despite being wet already. There was an assortment of trails that you 
could take which were well kept and clean. I saw a trail on the other side of what would 

have been a river at one point in time and went for it. I wasn’t sure if I was allowed on this 
trail, but it apparently looked like it had been used many times before. The trail brought 

me to an amazing overview of the lake that created from the melting ice. I got the 
photographs and footage from that point of view and worked my way back down to the 

parking lot just to go back up another set of trails so I could get another view of this 
beautiful natural creation. When I got to one high angle, the sun started to break out, and 

the colors that came out of the sky were perfect. Crystal blue sky, white clouds slowly 
drifting away, and the sun was sitting high enough it wasn’t causing to much harsh light. 
What an excellent way to start my day. I sat down on a semi-dry rock and soaked in the 
area. The clouds began to roll back in so that became my cue to leave. I got to my car, 

changed into some dryer clothes, and made my way to my second destination, the 
Athabasca Falls. After a little drive south on Highway 93A, I got to a fairly tourist 

congested parking lot for the falls. I ended up parking on the side of the road and brought 
my gear bag with my camcorder in my hand. I got some footage of the falls from various 
angles, and I decided to make my way up the river. With the overcast fully settled I got to 
an area where the river was a little calmer so I could get close to the river to take some 
photographs. When I got to one area of the river I was fortunate enough to have little 

Inukshuks built alongside it so naturally those became my subjects for my photos. I felt 
like I got a good set of shots so I decided I’d do one more round and go into the areas that 
were heavily congested earlier in the day. I passed under the bridge that highway 93A is 
linked to and without warning I got surprised with a large amount of water falling onto 

me. There was a car that passed on the bridge at the same time that I was walking 
underneath it and the car must of hit a puddle of water which ended up falling on me, my 
camcorder and camera. I was choked. I quickly found an area where I could lay down my 
devices and dry them off as soon as possible. I know my Nikon D750 has a decent water 
tolerability, but my Panasonic camcorder with a Rodes Pro Mic on top was probably not 

fond of water. Everything was fine, and my gear was a little bit cleaner after that day. 

After changing out of wet clothes for the second time, I decided that I would make one 
more stop before I head back to my next campsite for the night. I got on highway 93 and 

headed south towards what I thought was where Horseshoe Lake was located. I later 



realized after I had been driving for quite some time and was getting near to the Columbia 
Icefields that I was in fact very, very wrong. With that realization out of the way and an 
unintended visit to the Icefields, I made my way North towards Horseshoe Lake, which 

ended up being fairly close the Athabasca Falls. Lesson learned. Horseshoe Lake is another 
favorite place of mine that was recommended by a good friend. You walk into what 

doesn’t seem like a whole lot with a very shallow body of water, but as you make your 
way towards the lake, you start to notice the water is getting deeper and the color changes 
drastically. From what I’ve gathered from people who swim there say that some parts of the 

lake are very deep. One website mentioned about scuba divers coming here frequently 
because some areas of the lake can go as far as 300 feet in depth. I’m completely fine with 
being on the dry surface. With my final shots of the day completed, I decided it was time 
to find another campsite and call it a night. I did fail to mention that the weekend I was in 
Jasper was a long weekend, so there was plenty of people that were taking advantage of 
the free time and camping out in the mountains. That’s totally fine there’s nothing wrong 
with that. What became difficult was trying to get a campsite that you didn’t reserve in 

advance. After the second attempt of trying to find a vacant camping ground, I got directed 
to an overflow campsite about twenty minutes away. Arriving at the campground, I found a 
reasonable spot to set up camp. I got into my car to get my photo and video ready the next 
day. I was about to close my laptop, and without warning, the rain started to come down 

hard. Needless to say, I ended up staying in the car for a little longer. While I was watching 
the torrential rain fall on my windshield, I started thinking about everything that I had seen 
throughout the last couple of days and throughout this journey. I had the ability to spend a 
lot of time back home in the magnificent landscape that is the Maritimes. I spent time on 
the beautiful Islands of Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island. I made my way through 
the various rich and vibrant landscapes of New Brunswick and Quebec. I was blown away 

by the sheer size and wealth of beautiful forests and ocean-sized clear water lakes that 
Ontario has to offer. And finally being reintroduced into the stunning fields that exuberates 

a sense of energy and life that are the prairies. With all that beauty seen in the course of 
over a month, this was a beautiful way to start wrapping up this cross country trip with the 

tremendously stunning architectural work nature has produced in creating the Rocky 
Mountains. With the amazing lakes and forest and wide open spaces embedded into this 
area, it's easily one of my favorite places. With one last province to explore, it's going to 
be the most exciting region for me. I’ve waited a long time to do this, and I was thrilled to 

finally be heading towards “The Best Place On Earth,” British Columbia. 
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Horseshoe Lake. Jasper National Park, Alberta, Canada. 



Article 11: British Columbia Part 1- STEPPING INTO “BEAUTIFUL 
BRITISH COLUMBIA.” 

Throughout the years I’ve spent living in Alberta, I never fully realized I had examples of 
influential people that were also very close friends. I loved hanging out with them and 
listen to the stories of how they were progressing with their personal endeavours that 

consists a large portion of their time. It made for great conversations but never became 
much more than that for me. Years later while I was on my travels across the country, a 

realization hit me after countless hours of reading about people who have created various 
businesses and succeeded. Having absorbed those stories in the back of my mind, a 

connection happened when I correlated the personal characteristics these accomplished 
individuals had with the group of friends I hung out with. I'm far from being any of those 
examples I've read but knowing that people close to me throughout the years have made 
great lives for themselves has shown me that taking action and putting in the effort gains 
potential growth for yourself. I feel very fortunate to have had the opportunity to know 
them and experience the success they’ve achieved through their hard work, which has 

driven me to do the same.  

I’m sitting alongside my tent staring north towards the Rocky Mountains from my campsite 
just off Highway 16 in Jasper National Park. I just finished ingesting my breakfast. Two eggs 
and a piece of ham paired with a mostly toasted piece of whole wheat bread. I’m admiring 
the lighting that's casting over the northern mountain ridge from the early morning sunrise. 



I have said several times that it doesn’t matter what time of the day it is, the mountains are 
tremendous to look in all various shades of light. I’ve been in Jasper National Park now for 
four days, and it was time to continue my journey westbound. Since I moved to Alberta to 
what seems like many moons ago, I always wanted to go to British Columbia. Anyone that 
I talked to that spent time in the province had a similar response when I’d asked how their 
experience was.  It’s breathtaking, amazing, beautiful, definitely worth the time to check it 
out. I tried to spend as much time as I could throughout each province on this trip, but I 

did spend less time in some areas to place it in my final destination. I packed my car, 
looked at the map to get a general idea of where I was going, and I started my drive in the 

early morning hours. I stopped in the town of Jasper to get a coffee and to upload my 
content to my social media feeds. I sat at a table and failed to notice that it had already 

been claimed. A young woman sat next to me; I excused myself from taking her table, but 
she insisted that it was fine and we started talking. She asked me if I was local or a tourist 

and what was my business as she was spreading peanut butter on a piece of bread she 
brought with her. After explaining the road trip, I asked her the same question. I took a 
guess from her accent that she wasn’t from the area and found out that I was indeed 

correct. Originally from Sweden, this traveling individual made her way across the Atlantic 
Ocean to work with friends in Central Alberta. She had heard many great things about the 
Rocky Mountains so she made an effort to save enough money and found someone she 
could live within the town of Jasper. I asked her how she enjoyed Canada. She said that 

the people have been tremendously friendly to her and the fact that she lived in a 
mountain town where she can enjoy arguably one of the most pristine landscapes Canada 

has to offer, she felt very fortunate. After feeding a few little birds that had been very 
interested in the young woman’s bread, we exchanged farewells and wished each other 

good luck on our travels. Experiences like this are moments to treasure.   

Onto Highway 16 it was time to head west towards the border. British Columbia is a 
masterpiece of a province with all the various landscapes to explore. I have subscribed to 
people on Instagram that post photographs taken and they are truly breathtaking. My end 
destination was going to be Kamloops. I had no idea what to expect to see on my travels. 

The highway goes through the Rocky Mountains and then you can head south on Highway 
5. The Mountain Highways are by far some of the most fun roads to drive on. There're 

some risks of course with rock slide areas, animals alongside or crossing the road, and in 
the winter time with the rapidly changing climate, it can be challenging to drive through. 

The weather at the start of my travels had a little bit of overcast; the temperature was 
around 25 degrees Celsius (77 degrees Fahrenheit). My first stop was Overlander Falls. 

Located in Mount Robson Provincial Park running in the Fraser River, this was an excellent 
way to start the morning. A little stroll down a trail will bring you to a beautiful rapid river 

with gorgeous colors roaring in the canyon landscape. I made my way towards the 
shoreline where it was safe to take photographs and took in the fresh air that was 

emanating from the rapid water. Getting an opportunity to stretch my legs and get my 
shutter finger warmed up, I headed back to the car and straight to Highway 5 southbound 
towards Clearwater. I tried to take breaks every two hours so I could stretch my body. I had 

been traveling in a car that has seats that are designed similarly from a sports car seat. 
There surprisingly comfortable seats but when you spend a lot of time in them for two 

months straight, you get tired of sitting in the same spot for extended periods of time. With 



Clearwater in sight, I was due for another break. Located north of Kamloops in the North 
Thompson River Valley, this is where the Clearwater River empties into the Thompson 

River. With a population of 2,331, and housing the fourth highest waterfall in Canada, the 
Helmcken Falls, dropping water at a distance of 463 feet, they're great tourist activities to 
take advantage of in this area. Coming in that wasn’t the intention for me. When I arrived 
in Clearwater, I was contemplating on getting a campsite and head to Kamloops the next 
day. One thing I’ve learned when it comes to traveling is to eat decently good food to the 

best of your ability, and don’t skip meals to save time. It might seem like a simple notion to 
follow, but when you don’t have many places that offer choices other than fast food, and 

you dread the idea of having to set up your cooking apparatus, it seemed logical to eat the 
terrible but time saving fast food. Lesson learned. I took some time and rested alongside a 

road off the highway and gathered myself. I decided that I still had time to make it to 
Kamloops and I had a little bit of energy left in me to make the journey. I spent most of my 
time listening to podcasts and music while driving. I had my particular channels that I was 

following, but whenever there was an area that offered public wifi, I’d take a little bit of 
time to download other genres of podcasts. The same went with music. Then there were 
times where I would shut the radio off and let my mind be my company. I thought a lot 

about what would be the next steps with Resonance Reflection Photography being that this 
project began this year. I knew that I had a long way to go. Then I’d realize where I was 
and what I was doing and told myself that there’s no rush, that this experience must be 

enjoyed and cherish. 

Onto Highway 5 I made my way to my end destination to Kamloops. With a population of 
85, 678, being founded as a fur trade post back in 1811, this is a change of landscape than 

what I was surrounded by throughout the day. Having some of the landscape 
characteristics of the badlands of Drumheller in Alberta, and the farmland that’s embedded 
in it, the sunset gave a beautiful glow to the scene which was an excellent way to end the 
day. I made my way to my campsite for the night and set up camp at Paul Lake Provincial 
Park. The next morning provided a beautiful sunrise so I quickly headed to the lake nearby 
to see if I could find any photo opportunities. I got in a bit too late and the lighting was too 
bright for my taste, but the exchange was the beautiful atmosphere. I sat on the side of the 
lake with the warm glow the sun was providing. It was quiet. I occasionally heard a bird in 
the distance, the water washing against a wharf, and that was it. Times like this are needed 
throughout a journey of this length. I took the initiative to set time aside for myself to find 

moments like this. It didn’t happen as much as I would have liked, but it planted the 
practice in my daily routine to this day. Once again it was time to pack the car and get 
moving. After getting my go-go juice and made my way through the city of Kamloops, I 

got onto Highway 5 southbound towards my destination of the day, Mission. This stretch of 
highway was incredible. In Canada the highway speeds will vary. The most common speed 
limit I’ve encountered was 100 kph (62 mph), but in Ontario the majority of my drive was 
limited to 90 kph (55 mph). It’s not a big deal, but when you're accustomed to a routine, 

something as little as a slight decrease in speed can be testing. Well here in the Coquihalla 
Valley on Highway 5 it's 120 kph (74 mph) which instantly put a smile on my face. I 

burned a little more fuel than usual because my transmission isn’t geared to be cruising at 
that speed but while it was legal to set my cruise control on 120, I took full advantage of it. 

What a gorgeous stretch of highway. The mountain landscape surrounded the luscious 



green valleys with farming fields and massive acreages. I was on cloud nine. The music 
was blaring, the windows were open, the fresh air was surging through the car, and 
caffeine was being ingested. Passing by the Coquihalla Recreational Area with the 

beautiful mountain landscape, I started to fully understand what people have been on 
about with this province. The more I made my way south through this piece of natural 

paradise, the more I seriously contemplated on the options of moving out here. I made my 
first pit stop in a small town called Hope. Being a location that I’ll be using on my way 

back to Alberta, I got some fuel for my car which proved to be interesting since I happen 
to be travelling on a Civic holiday. With a good deal of patience and the fortune of having 
a small car, I managed to sneak into the hustle and get some fuel and back on the road as 
quickly as possible. This placed the tone for the rest of the day. About an hour into driving 
on Highway 5, the traffic gradually came to a complete stop. At this point, I couldn’t tell 

what was holding up the traffic other than assuming that there was an accident which 
unfortunately can happen more often on holidays like on long weekend. With the 

windows down, my car full of fuel and my bladder empty of fluids, I was ready to sit back 
and settle into the situation. I wanted to see if I could strike up a conversation with anyone 
but no one seemed to be open to the idea. I eventually managed to get a passenger sitting 

inside a big truck that filled me in on what was going on ahead of me since I was short 
and a semi was in front of me. After about fifteen to twenty minutes stop and go traffic, we 
finally got to the end of the traffic jam which was caused by a car collision between two 

vehicles. It seemed like no one was hurt so that’s the main thing to be grateful. The average 
speed limit was back to normal and the day continued. Following alongside the Fraser 

River, I got to see beautiful towns like Bridal Falls, Chilliwack, and then the city of 
Abbotsford. With a population of around 133, 497, I was going to take advantage of the 

many choices of restaurants within the area. I picked a Vietnamese restaurant suggested by 
my recent gas attendant and it was well worth it. This was the first time in a while that I ate 
a great tasting meal. I sat at the table for a bit to register what I had just eaten and smiled. 
My last stretch of the day was just a little northbound to where I was. I took a little detour 

to an area that had walking trails. Getting the chance to stretch my legs, I bought my 
camera drone with me. Throughout the trip it seems like drones were well received by the 

public, some genuinely interested into the device and wanted to see what they're all 
about. Such was the case with an older gentleman that came up to me as I was about to 
take off to get a shot of the mountain landscape within the area. I showed him what the 
camera was seeing through my smartphone, and he was excited by what he was seeing. 

He never got to see his neighbourhood from this angle and was delighted to have 
approached me. I was more than happy to send him photos, but he jokingly said he wasn't 

up and par with technology and said his memory was good enough for the ocassion. He 
thanked me and walked away with a slow but comfortable pace.  

Crossing the Fraser River on Highway 11, I made my way to my final destination of the 
day. The town of Mission is a beautiful town with a population of 36,426. The speed of this 
city was perfect to end the day. The campground I picked was buried just a little outside of 
the town. This campsite had a communal feel to it. Everyone knew everyone; the campers 
seemed like they had been settled for quite some time, and there was kids all over running 
around and playing alongside the pond that was in the area. I unpacked my car and set up 

my tent and eventually got my camera gear out and gave it a good clean since the last 



time I did that was over a month ago. Later that evening one of the neighbors of my 
campsite advised me that there was a small black bear that was within the area. With bear 

spray nearby, I kept an eye out for it. I initially worked in a field that housed protected 
wildlife which includes black bears. I had a quiet evening with no encounters, but it was a 

reminder that I was in their landscape, so I had to respect that just like I had to comply 
with the wildlife in the area that I used to work in. Another sunset was settling over to the 
west and with my energy level slowly fading, I decided to call it a day. I tried to envision 
what I was going to encounter throughout my trip in British Columbia. My plan was to 
explore the west coast around the city of Vancouver, head north to areas like Squamish 

and Whistler, then head towards Vancouver Island. I knew that I was in for a treat coming 
at this with the eye of a landscape photographer but to what degree I didn’t know. Ah, the 
joys of exploring unknown landscape. With that, I closed my eyes and shut off the lights in 

my mind. 
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Article 12: British Columbia Part 2- FROM A DIGITAL CONNECTION 
TO AN ANALOGUE CONNECTION. 

I’m a strong advocate of being proactive when it comes to life in general. Taking the time 
to educate yourself for a career you want to be in, putting in the time to practice and hone 

your craft in the many outlets of the arts, or train to become the best athlete you can 
become, the knowledge you’ll gain paired with the level of dedication and commitment to 

achieve those attributes are great qualities to have. I also believe that in a world that 
changes as much socially, economically, and technologically as it has done in our 

existence, there’s still plenty of room for the unknown, taking risks, and being 
spontaneous. The growth as a race has benefited from both sides of the coin. The natural 

progression of technology, for example, has kept on par with the demand that’s now 
expected and required to sustain our overall current state of life. Then there’s the products 
and services that have come to light which has changed how we interact as human beings 

that were unexpected. Changes that have affected how we socialize, travel, and gain 
knowledge on a day to day base. Having a path in life is a tremendous feat to accomplish 
that I envy for people to have. My path has been a bunch of left and right turns that gained 

momentum from the experiences I learned through those experiences. I wasn’t great in 
school. I rarely ever learned from other people’s experiences when I was younger. The only 

time that I felt a lesson was learned was after the fact the event, right or wrong, had 
happened. We’re all different in how we approach life, which is how existence on this 
beautiful planet can provide inspiration and excitement, enhancing the experience of 

being alive. 



Another morning has come and shined its beautiful light through my home away from 
home in a campsite located outside the town of Mission, British Columbia. Throughout 
this trip, I've had a lot of dreams. There were good and bad ones. The dreams I despised 
the most was when I thought I was waking up in my real bed at home with the morning 

sun creeping through my bedroom window. I honestly figured I was in my home until I'd 
open my eyes and saw the green coloured tarp around me, and my bed was a small 

inflatable mattress with a combination of a worn out pillow and my hoodie to rest my 
head onto. I got out from the tent, stretched my body and cracked my bones and instantly 

felt ergonomically correct. I had breakfast that morning with a piece ham and eggs and 
toast, and after cleaning the dishes and getting everything packed into my car, I headed 
straight to the nearest coffee shop. I’m sure some of you will know of the Tim Horton 

coffee shop franchise since there is a likely chance you have one in your hometown if you 
live in Canada. With the public wifi they offer, that became my primary connection for 

uploading content and taking the time to gather a plan and sketch out my next upcoming 
destinations throughout the trip. With another caffeinated beverage in my hand and fuel in 

my gas tank, I was ready to head towards Vancouver. 

While driving along Highway 7, I noticed a sawmill paired with an overcast sky which 
equaled to a potentially great opportunity for a photo. I tried finding a location to park my 
car and decided to park next to the highway where there used to be a driveway. I decided 
to take my bicycle to eliminate time. From this point on this was the start of a rough day. I 

distanced myself from the passing traffic, but every time a vehicle passed by me I felt 
uncomfortable and irritated. I continued my route until I got to a good viewing point and 
took some photos. On my way back to the car I decided I’d ride my bicycle on the other 
side of the jersey barriers to help myself feel a little more comfortable. It didn't work well 
on the other end of the concrete walls since there was no pathway and the ground was 
covered with thorn bushes on an uneven surface. Have you ever had those days where 
nothing seem to go right, or you felt off, and it’s difficult to get a grip on yourself? That 

appeared to be the case for me. I got my bike strapped to the roof of my car and 
proceeded on my route westbound. The overcast that I was experiencing became short 
showers and then rain throughout my travels. I got into the city limits of Vancouver, and 
despite having troubles this morning, I felt a little better, up until the vehicles in front of 

me jammed their brakes with little warning. The roads were wet, and that caused issues for 
a sudden braking situation. I watched the car in front of me sway left to right while I was 

doing the same and also paying attention to the vehicles behind me to see how they were 
making out. All of that mental processing happened in a manner of seconds. Everyone was 

all right, no collision occurred. The traffic started to move, and I don’t know what had 
happened, but there was tanker truck that was getting onto the side of the road with smoke 

coming from its wheels so I'd assume that could have contributed to the situation. With 
my heart rate slowly returning to normal, I continued my way towards the city. I didn’t 

know where I was going since this was my first time in Vancouver. I looked up trails that 
were near the city. One recommendation came up in my search results of a set of trails 
near the Capilano University. I got my GPS to direct me there, and all seemed well for a 
while. I got onto Highway 1 and went over the Iron Workers Memorial Bridge and then 
towards Capilano University, and then onto the most annoying road my car could have 



been onto. The road itself was excellent. The series of speed bumps that were laid out at an 
average of several hundred feet apart for what seemed like an eternity was the issue. After 
letting cars pass me because I was apparently too slow to go over huge bumps in the road, 
I found a parking lot and went for a walk in the woods. I needed this space of clarity. The 

beautiful tall trees paired with the fresh smell of rainfall was nothing short of being perfect. 
I remembered an image I’d seen on the internet with a quote saying, “There is no wifi in 
the forest, but I promise you will find a better connection.” which made all the sense in 

the world at this moment. I’m certain some of you, including myself, may have 
experienced being caught up in the hustle and noise that is our day to day lives. Being 
connected 24/7, having information fed to us on a constant basis. As beautiful as our 
technological advancements have been to our overall way of living, it also offers an 

opportunity to be taken away from the fundamentals of being a human being. Having the 
time to connect with an entity, that is a part of us. Nature plays an enormous role in our 

lives by offering a place that we can exist and have all the essential tools to survive, but it 
also gives us the opportunity to connect with it and give us a chance to reset and realize 
what’s truly in front of us. No stressful work deadlines, no useless drama from whichever 

spectrum of our social circles, no need to feel rushed when it’s not necessary. We are 
human beings that need our minds to rest, require extensive periods of self-reflection and 

clarity, and fully embrace ourselves for who we truly are.  

After having a peaceful moment with nature, I decided I wanted to attempt getting drone 
shots in between the trees in this thick open forest. I ran to my car, got my drone, went to a 
location where I knew I could fly the drone without hitting anything and got an ok shot. I 

walked to my car and noticed that my rear passenger door was still open. Instantly 
alarmed I ran to the car to see if my camera gear was still inside the vehicle. I was happy 

to see my faith in people hadn't let me down. All my camera equipment was in plain view 
for anyone to pass by and take but fortunately, that wasn’t the case. I made the decision 

and agreed with myself that I was having an off day, I was going to find a campsite outside 
of Vancouver and attempt to come to the city the next day. Golden Ears Provincial Park 

seemed like a fantastic deal. Located North-East of Maple Ridge, I had to drive down the 
countless amount of speed bumps once again and headed South-East to get on highway 7. 
Golden Ears Provincial Park is one of the biggest parks in British Columbia, and it sounded 

like it was exactly what I needed for a day like this. It was far away from the town of 
Maple Ridge, with no cell phone reception, and is surrounded by beautiful dense 

Hemlock Forests. By my tent side there was a short trail that went to a subtle but gorgeous 
waterfall. I set up my tent and early into the afternoon I decided that I was going to take a 
nap. I hadn’t done this much because I was either driving or in an area taking pictures or 

filming, so it was a welcome change of pace. Earlier in the trip, I would get frustrated with 
losing cellphone reception but by this time of the journey looked forward to it. I’d make 

my best effort to let my family and close friends know that I was going to be out of service 
and then shut my cell phone off. I can’t adequately describe how much I loved this place. 

After I had woken up from my nap, I stretched myself out of my tent, got dressed in my 
rain gear, and took my bicycle for a ride around the park. I got to one location that seemed 

to go to the water treatment facility plant of the park, so I stopped and took a little stroll 
into the forest. This environment is tremendous. Green is growing everywhere. Everything 
in this ecosystem seems to have a use in some way or another. The trees are massive and 



seem to be well nourished. With no traffic or noise within the general area, I felt 
completely at peace. This moment was of few moments throughout my trip that I felt 

comfortable in my skin. My body was feeling great; my mind was on par with the relaxed 
vibe that the area conveyed. Every step I took throughout this landscape was soft and 

acoustically sound that it felt like my entire world had stopped for a moment. In that short 
period, I believe that it did. Disconnected from the civilized world, walking through an 
environment that offered no human created technology but nature’s analog technology 
that was marveling to admire. Everything that was surrounding me was alive, and all are 

running to facilitate all the living entities within it, including me. After wandering aimlessly 
into the forest and portraying the image of someone under the influence of some 

hallucinogen, I got on my bicycle and continued to explore the park. I’d seen on the map 
that there was a lake nearby. With a little bit of pedaling, I ended up finding a body of 

water. Alouette Lake in a stunning lake nestled into the mountain landscape in between 
Mount Crickmer and the mountains of Golden Ear. The time of day and lighting was 

perfect. The overcast had settled, and it stopped raining for a few hours, so it was 
comfortable to shoot the area. A little further north offered a beach area where people 

were swimming and enjoying the tremendous view the area had to offer. I kept two 
journals throughout the trip. One was to document my trip which became very handy 
while writing these entries. The other was to write down anything that came from my 

thoughts. While sitting on the beach, I had both journals with me, and they both got filled 
in from my experiences that day.  

With the sun slowly setting over the western mountains I made my way to my campsite. 
With a day that started out to be challenging, the rest of it was perfect. The weather was at 

a proper temperature; it stopped raining for most of my time in the park, and I was 
completely relaxed and content in my little piece of heaven. Behind me, there was the 

little trail that I mentioned earlier that led to the small waterfall. I decided that it be a great 
shot for a long exposure. With my camera in one hand and my tripod in the other, I made 
my way to the location, set myself up on a small piece of land that was just large enough 
for myself and my tripod, and got comfortable while the camera took its time taking long 
exposure shots of the water stream. While it was doing this, I couldn’t help but think of 

where life had led me. I was born and raised on the Southwest coast of Nova Scotia in a 
small Acadian community. Thirty-one years later I was crouched next to a camera in the 

middle of a beautiful, dense Hemlock forest staring at a small waterfall completely 
immersed into the environment. Photography wasn't something I planned on throughout 

the course of my life till about two years ago. I believe that having a plan for your future is 
a proactive way of approaching your path in life. By doing so, you give yourself the 

advantage of being educated in the field of work that you want to pursue, and train hard to 
be ready for the adversities that’ll come your way. Of course, you’ll come to the point that 
you can only do so much in advance, and unexpected scenarios paired with trial and error 

will be your next step in gaining knowledge. Then there’re be those moments where you 
take a chance, pursue something that instinctively feels right, but you don’t have a clue 

how you’re going to approach it, let alone go after it. Those moments should be an option 
left open to the ones that are cautious and calculated with most of their decisions. There’s 
an important place in all of us to be prepared to our fullest extent for what life will throw 
at us, and there’s a place where taking risks towards uncertainty can be vital to our lives 



and the overall human experience. With the small waterfall shot turning out splendid, it 
was time to pack up the camera gear, and head to bed. With a recharged and refreshed 

mindset and body, I was ready to attempt the trek to the city of Vancouver. 



 

Hemlock Forests Of North Vancouver. British Columbia, Canada. 



 

Long Exposure Of My Little Discovery In Golden Ear Provincial Park. British Columbia. 



Article 13: British Columbia Part 3- ENJOYING THE OCEAN BREEZE 
ONCE AGAIN. 

Have you ever wondered why we follow the paths of life we embark? With all the different 
career choices and ways of life that are available to us how it is that we decide to focus on 
one or several different choices? They're variable reasons, of course, depending who you 

talk too. One individual might say it's a family tradition that has been carried out by 
generations before him/her. Another group of people could say they are following a cause 
that is important and has personal value to them. There are some that will take a chance 

into a decision to hopefully find out what their true calling could be. The last example fits 
my description.  Throughout my years of discovering myself, I never had a clear line of 
sight toward where I wanted to go in life. It's been a lot of trials and error, wiping the 
drawing board down and starting a new plan from the ground up. With each lesson I 

learned from the experiences I've gone through, there have been times I can't help myself 
and ask the above question. The upside of this is I'm always in a different state of life, and 
my headspace has changed from the last time the question has been brought up. It's as if 
I'm performing a self-evaluation on myself and where I'm at that particular moment. I like 
to believe I'm on the right course, but it'll depend on what becomes my answer when I ask 

myself that question in the future. 

It’s been three days that I’ve been in British Columbia. I’ve gone on the Trans Canada 
Highway through Mount Robson Provincial Park, in through the city of Kamloops which 

then introduced me to the amazing landscape of the Coquihalla Valley. From there I spent 
time in the cozy town of Mission while heading west on Highway 7 alongside the Fraser 



River. I tried my chances towards the massive city of Vancouver but failed because my 
brain decided not to function anymore. A series of speed bumps killed my back, and I 
foolishly left my car door open while I walk into the woods oblivious of the free garage 

sale I was leaving behind. All that questioned my overall mental state so I decided to retire 
the idea of exploring the city and take a break within the tremendously beautiful Hemlock 

forests and mountain landscape that is Golden Ears Provincial Park. The story continues 
with the rested French explorer slowly getting out of his old faithful tent that has been a 

great shelter throughout his trip. Does he want to see a tent after this trip is over, my guess 
is no. An overcast morning was coming to light, and I felt as pleasant as a cool summer 

breeze. My mind was a 100% rested and recovered, my body was cracked and adjusted, 
and my intention of getting to Vancouver looked pretty bright. I made the decision of 
heading to a Tim Hortons to get my breakfast and once again attain some cell phone 

reception and reconnect to the world. For some people, one day can be a long time to be 
away from your social feeds. With a rested body I was ambitious with the idea of seeing 

the famous Stanley Park, then head north to see Whytecliff Provincial Park, and then finish 
the day off with the town of Squamish. With a bagel, a muffin, and a coffee becoming my 
fuel for the first leg of the day, I was ready to rock and roll. Onto Highway 7 westbound, I 
made my way towards Highway 7A, then the Trans-Canada Highway, which at this point is 
Highway 1, past North Vancouver with no problem at all, and then south on Highway 99 
which brought me to the amazing Lions Gate Bridge. From that point, I reached Stanley 

Park. This 405-hectare public park is a whole bucket of various goodness. Originally being 
home to indigenous people for thousands of years before the British colonized in the 

Fraser Canyon Gold Rush in 1858, this location has become a must stop for tourists and 
random wandering Frenchmen alike. 

I parked at Prospect Point and took my bicycle as my primary mode of transportation. The 
trip down to one of the beaches proved to be a lot of fun but also a huge pain because I’d 
have to paddle uphill to get back to my car. There was a lot of going on that day. I wanted 

to get my first shot for my daily vlog and I couldn’t help but notice this young woman 
walking down to the water to go for a swim. The temperature was less than ideal for me to 

consider swimming in the water, let alone in the ocean, and this person was motoring 
quite quickly through the water with little issue. She must have done this once or twice. 

With the courageous swimmer fading out of my composition I grabbed my camcorder and 
filmed my shot. I noticed in the distance that there was a group of people that were 

moving gear and lighting. As I got closer, I realized it was a film production. Big cameras, 
tents for the staff, groups of people huddled in different areas of the beach; it seemed like 
something good was happening. I continued on my way along the paved trail towards the 
second beach. I had my go pro camera and boy did it come in handy in this next scene. I 
got in an area where there was car traffic and right when I got close to the motor vehicle 
lane there was a 300,000 plus dollar Maclaren MP4-12C Spider that drives next to me. 
Being the car nut that I am, I tried following the eye candy as much as I could. The car 

eventually gained speed and left me with a huge smile on my face. After getting back to 
reality, I continued onward with my two wheel steed towards the second beach area. I was 

impressed by the sheer size of the place. Many different things were happening that it's 
hard for me to remember while writing this. I followed the North Lagoon Drive and rode 
underneath Highway 99 and kept following the Vancouver Seawall trail with parts of the 



city of Vancouver appearing across the harbor. It was relaxing even with a significant 
amount of people that were cycling that day. The pathway was divided for pedestrians and 
cyclists which made all the world of a difference for traveling around the area, especially 
when you’re not familiar with it. After a little bit of time with pedaling up a series of hills, I 
made my way back to my car. With Stanley Park in the bag, my next destination of the day 

was going to be outside of town at Whytecliff Provincial Park.  

Located North West of Stanley Park in North Vancouver, Whytecliff Provincial Park is a 
great getaway from the traffic of Vancouver City. Being a natural marine sanctuary, and 
home to 200 plus marine animals, this location offers great views of the surrounding 

islands within the area. The weather was tremendous and with a little bit of overcast, it 
gave me a great opportunity for mid-afternoon photography. The tide was low which was 
perfect because it gains you access to Whyte Island. The area also serves the purpose of 

providing ferry routes since the Horseshoe Ferry Terminal is nearby. I was happy to see the 
ocean once again. Having the Atlantic Ocean as your childhood playground and your 

adult retreat from life was a blessing while living on the East Coast. Standing alongside the 
rocky beaches with the ocean waves slowly coming onto shore brought me back to that 
headspace of peace and the comfort of home. In the future, I’ll always wanted to explore 
new places and gain new experiences but eventually I know with time that I will want to 
go back to where it all started. After finishing my lunch alongside the shore, I grabbed my 

camera bag and walked to my car. My last destination of the day was going to be 
Squamish. Located north of Whytecliff Provincial Park, Squamish is a beautiful mountain 

town. Offering great opportunities for outdoor activities like going to the Sea to Sky 
Gondola that brings you at an elevation gain of 3011 feet towards fantastic views of the 
area. There are mountain bike and hiking trails, and one of the more renown sports that 

I’ve learned while being there was mountain climbing. One of the first parks I arrived was 
Stawamus Chief Provincial Park which had a lot of people coming back from their day of 

climbing off the face on the massive granite monolith that stood behind the park. After not 
succeeding in finding a location for the night I went into town to get some food. The 

mountain towns are the best for me. I love the speed of the traffic, the people are usually 
very friendly and helpful, and the atmosphere is very calm. When I came into the parking 

lot for where I was going to get some food I received a compliment for my bicycle.  At 
first, I didn’t know if the individual was kidding, but this middle age man was sincerely 
giving me a compliment. As far as I was concerned, my bicycle was the Toyota Prius of 

mountain bikes. There are crazy mountain bikes that are riding in these areas. The North 
Shores of British Columbia have given birth to aggressive styles of riding and the bicycles 
that ride in these conditions need to be able to take the abuse. As I was telling the man of 
my experience with my bike, I noticed I had a flat tire. I wanted to ride early the next day, 
so I looked up a mountain bike store, and since this is a small mountain town, it was quick 

to find. 

With a tire tube in my hand for my bicycle, I made my way to my car. I was thinking of the 
conversation I had with one of the sales rep in the bike store. We had a short talk with a 

young woman that was getting her bike tuned up and the conversation turned to what was 
my business in the area. After mentioning that I was crossing the country, the sales rep and 
the young woman said they were both from the East Coast. It’s a small world after all. The 



owner of the bike was a student at the University of British Columbia, and the sales rep 
was working and living on the West Coast to pursue his interests in the outdoor sports. I 

got into my car and noticed that there was a Tesla Supercharger station behind a restaurant 
with a Tesla Model S charging from it. By now you can probably tell that I follow cars. 
Throughout my trip across the country, I noticed that the idea of adopting alternative 

methods of transportation like going completely electric is becoming bigger and bigger. I 
noticed a lot of Tesla Model S cars in Montreal, Quebec than in Edmonton and Calgary, 
Alberta, and then quite a few throughout British Columbia. Since the release of this car, 
I’ve considered more and more of wanting to try this platform out. I would even want to 
try in long distance travels like what I’ve being doing for the past two months. With time 
I’m sure that will be a possibility. I still had a little bit of daylight left before I had to find 

another location to camp for the night, so I got back on Highway 99 southbound and 
stopped in a parking lot that faced the Stawamus Chief Mountain face. There was a set of 

small trails that went into the woods so with blind confidence I took off into the trails. 
With a little bit of perseverance, the time I took away from finding a campsite paid off. I 
was staring at the North view of the Howe Sound Mouth with beautiful sun rays coming 
out of the sky through the clouds with the mountain landscape in the background. The 

foreground was the Squamish Terminals which looked fitting with the wooden logs sitting 
in the water. My day was complete with having the weather clear up and providing me 
with a spectacular view like this. I’m certain that there that have been better climatic 

conditions than this but when you have someone that randomly stops somewhere and gets 
this type of shot within the first five minutes, it's a blessing. With the last location checked 
off my list, it was time to make my way down south and try to find somewhere to spend 

the night. 

My end destination of the evening was going to be Porteau Provincial Park. Located south 
of Squamish off highway 99 I was crossing my fingers that I was going to find a place to 

stay the night. I arrived at the campsite, and sure enough, it was full. Luckily there was an 
overflow that I had access too. I was relieved, right up until I saw what the overflow was. 

The area didn't look much like an overflow but more like the guest parking lot for the 
park. There was a strip of grass alongside the car park which also served as the tent sites. 

Yay. What made matters a little more concerning was about twenty feet away from the strip 
of grass were a set of train tracks. I was hoping that whatever train that needed to use these 
train tracks had already passed for the day. With my tent set up and my optimism cranked 
up to ten, I went to bed feeling pretty accomplished. I knew at a young age that I liked to 
explore new areas and be with nature. I didn’t know how I was going to accomplish this 
personal curiosity of mine, but I knew that I wanted to take small steps in learning how. 
Jumping into an idea face first with little to no knowledge is a scary move that can spell 
potential failure. I wanted to explore as much of Canada as I could because I wanted to 
get familiar with the country that is my home.  Another reason was that I wanted to see 

how I would make out in a situation of traveling. I never took this much time dedicated to 
one particular initiative. The idea of spending as much time as possible with photography 

and filming was intimidating when I lived my life focused on a full-time job. Changing that 
to laying down on an inflatable mattress twenty feet away from a set of train tracks and 

having my home shared between a tent and my car took some getting used too. These are 
the types of challenges that I found fitting for myself. I was intimidated from the moment I 



left the keys to the home I had spent the last three years in before I left for this trip, to the 
moment I left my hometown to start my Canadian cross country photography run. Gaining 

the sense of fulfillment is different with everyone and the stories that unravel with that 
individual becomes one of the many examples of how beautiful we are as creatures which 
is what makes life so fascinating. That seemed like an excellent way to set the tone for the 

rest of evening, up until at around 2:00 am I was alarmingly awakened by what I was 
fearing the most that night, the soothing sounds of tons and tons of screeching steel and 

large diesel engines roaring by my little tent. Tomorrow is going to be a tough day. 



 

Harbour By Stanley Park. British Columbia, Canada. 



 

Whytcliff Provincial Park. British Columbia, Canada. 



 

“The Chief.” Stawamus Chief Provincial Park. British Columbia, Canada. 



 

Squamish Ferry Terminal In The Howe Sound. British Columbia, Canada. 



Article 14: British Columbia Part 4- LEAVING THE WESTERN 
MAINLAND. 

Are the best lessons in life written and educated to the upcoming 
generation, or are the best lessons out in the wild to be experienced? It's 
in both methods of course, but depending on the individual the lessons 
that you read about might not translate the same way as experiencing 
the situation first hand. We all have our methods of learning. Some 

might believe that what they’ve read in a book or heard from someone 
else is enough of a measure to attain information or be cautionary 

towards potential hazards. I agree with that. Knowledge is key to further 
yourself in your field of expertise and becomes the necessary tools for 
the nature of what you apply yourself. There are times where your base 
of knowledge will get challenged, and I believe that’s where experience 
becomes the classroom. You're faced with a challenge that will exercise 

the fundamental tools you gained through education, and then it’ll 
challenge you. They're forms of adversity that will place you on the fine 

line of formal education and your common fundamental knowledge. 



These are the toolboxes that we need to further ourselves in the course 
of our lives. This is the ongoing learning sessions that I’ve been attending 

for as long as I can remember.  

Oh, What a beautiful view. I was spending my evening watching a 
sunset going down the western islands from Porteau Provincial Park in 
the Howe Sound off Highway 99 north of Vancouver city. Then all of a 
sudden I turned to my side and noticed that there’s a train coming my 

way. I completely freak out. At this point, I realized that I was dreaming 
and I was in fact in my tent listening to a train passing by at 2:00 am in 
the morning. I can’t recall the last time my heart pumped this hard, but I 

didn’t feel the need too since it was horrifying to deal with. I couldn’t 
believe I was experiencing this. I laid my head back onto my pillow and 

blocked my ears till the train rolled by. I knew that there was a 
probability that there could have been a train passing by that night, but I 

didn’t want to materialize the idea in my mind. After the train drifted 
away from my aural threshold I tried to relax and get back to sleep. The 

next morning proved to be interesting since I had Whistler as my 
destination of the day. I woke well into the morning and with a 

tremendous effort I made my way out of my tent. I went for a stroll on 
the nearby beach, and the coastal atmosphere seemed to help gain 

some internal energy. I packed all of my gear and headed Northbound 
on Highway 99 towards my destination of the day. Highway 99 is one of 

a few highways that I would love to have a legitimate sports car and 
have a little bit of fun, within legal limits of course. These gorgeous 

coastal roads with twist and turns and areas that had new asphalt laid 
down were tremendous fun. The landscape was beautiful with the 

mountains and the islands lying over a massive body of water that is the 
Howe Sound. I made my way to Squamish again to top up my personal 

energy tank and my car’s actual gas tank. 

I decided to stop at a park just outside of town called Alice Lake 
Provincial Park. This seemed like a great place to change the air tube for 
my tire on my bicycle. When I got into the area, I couldn’t resist having 
a swim in the beautiful lake nearby. There are simple pleasures in life 
and having the ability to swim in a lake surrounded my mountains is 



one of my top ones. Some of the bodies of water are frigid in the 
Rockies, but this water was just right. A few laps in and my body was at 
an ideal temperature. I like to stand in the water; I’m not much for long 

distance swimming. Having the cool water relaxes me. With my late 
morning therapeutic session, I put my bike mechanic hat on and got my 
rear tire straighten out. With a new tube in the tire and fully inflated it 

was time to make my way north. Back on the curvy but fun Highway 99, 
I drove to my third stop of the day, Brandywine Falls. This gorgeous 229-

foot waterfall is a full-on stunner. The lookout point that I reached 
offered a tremendous view of the waterfall and great views of Daisy 

Lake and the surrounding mountains. It was a gorgeous morning with 
the right temperature and no clouds in the sky. After taking a few images 
of the waterfall and looking at the previews, it was clear that this place 
was special. I took some time to gaze at the natural marvel and with the 
slow build up of tourists that were crowding the lookout area, I decided 
it was time to leave. Onto Highway 99 I was finally getting closer to my 

end destination. Whistler is a must stop place if you're into outdoor 
activities. When I was coming in, there was an area where you can do 

bungee jumping. I considered it, but since I had to watch my finances, I 
decided I would have to save that event for another time. As I was 

making my way into the village of Whistler, I was starting to see why 
there’s an average of two million people who come and visit this 

location annually. Being a host for the 2010 Winter Olympics, this place 
is gorgeous. Whistler Blackcomb looks like a skier/snowboarders dream. 
In the summer the sport changes to what I was coming into which was 

the downhill mountain bike competition called Crankworx. There was a 
massive amount of people who were attending the competition. It was 
quite challenging to find parking, especially when there are areas that 

had height restrictions. One area, in particular, had an overpass that was 
under eight feet tall which normally wasn't an issue for my car. That 

wasn’t the case since I had my roof rack and my bike standing upright 
on it. I was about to pass underneath this overpass knowing well that I 

might not make it and with kind pedestrians yelling at me not to 
proceed because my bike was, in fact, going to hit the bridge, I sincerely 
thanked the pedestrians and continued looking for alternative parking. 



With some time and patience, I managed to find a spot next to a 
skatepark and close to outskirts of the village.  

With my bicycle on the ground and my camera gear loaded into my 
small backpack, I was ready to go. The village is stunning to walk 

through. You have all sorts of stores and restaurants, pubs, and cafes to 
hang out. With the amount of people that were there, it was surprising 
how relaxing it was. I got a few video clips of the area for my vlog and 

made my way through the end of the village. I saw a sign indicating 
trails that are within the area, so naturally, that’s where I continued my 
journey. The trails were mostly paved, but there were some areas where 
you could go off into the woods. All of this helped me forget about the 
dreadful evening with the train that ran through my dreams and into my 
reality. I wondered into the trails till I got to a road which indicated to 

me that I was at the end. I made my way towards the residential area of 
the town and couldn’t help but think how fortunate these people are to 
live in such a beautiful location like this. While making my way to my 

car I noticed the skatepark that was next to the parking lot. With little to 
no experience riding skateparks, this seemed like an excellent 

opportunity to start. I hung out in the area where the main feature of the 
park was a bowl. I tried half a dozen times to make it through the first 

part of the bowl run, eventually to the point where common sense 
kicked in my head, and I grabbed my skateboard and retired the 

ridiculous idea. With everything loaded onto the car I made my way 
towards the campsite that I was going to use for the evening, Whistler 
RV Park Campground. With a steadily uphill drive to the campground, 
this is a great location to come too for mountain landscape camping. 
The rest of the day was spent exploring around the area. There was an 

alarming amount of gunshots that seemed to be quite close to the 
campsite so I made my way back to home base. I didn’t know where or 
who would be firing rounds of gunshots within the area. My neighbors 

that evening noticed them as well. I’m sure it was nothing to be alarmed 
about but it wasn’t something that happened much at all throughout my 
trip. I made a fire that evening, backed up all my content to my external 
hard drive and went to bed. The next morning was going to be a hustling 
one. Being my last day on the mainland, I was heading to the ferry and 



then towards Vancouver Island. I had my ferry crossing already booked, 
so it was just a matter of getting all my stuff packed and head on the 

road straight down south to Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal. It was looking 
ideal for another beautiful day with the sun coming from the East and 
the temperature getting to that comfortable summer heat. I got all my 

gear packed and headed straight to Squamish to get some breakfast and 
a caffeinated beverage and then drove towards the city of Vancouver. I 
jumped onto Highway 1 and then drove through Burnaby, went across 
Annacis Island, and then finally got onto highway 17 which brought me 

straight towards the ferry terminal.  

The last time I was driving to a ferry terminal I had zero time to lose. I 
was surprised that I even got onto the boat from Port Aux Basques in 
Newfoundland to North Sydney, Nova Scotia. This time it was a little 

different. I did, in fact, get to the terminal with fifteen minutes to spare 
and that was a comforting feeling. I was very excited for this part of the 

trip. I had heard tremendous things about Vancouver Island with the vast 
amount of various landscape. I loaded the car into the ferry and grabbed 

my laptop and headphones and settled into the two-hour crossing to 
Swartz Bay. The water conditions were excellent. My laptop didn’t get 

touched because there was so much to look at throughout the crossing. 
There are a bunch of islands within the route with cottages and boats 

sailing around the area. It was beautiful in the sense that the ferry rides I 
had been on in the past never had this kind of landscape to look at so it 

was a real treat. Two hours flew by, and I made it on the shores of 
Vancouver Island. With everyone queuing I was ready to see some 
highway again. The first stop of the day was going to be the city of 

Victoria. Located south of Swartz Bay, Victoria is the capital of British 
Columbia. With a population of 80,032, this city has a lot to offer for 
visitors. You have the float planes that land in the Upper harbor with 

massively beautiful boats docked alongside Wharf Street. The Parliament 
Building is an architectural marvel to look at. There was a lot of activity 

that was going on the day I came in with Concession stands and outdoor 
acts bringing life to a beautiful area. My first stop in the city was Beacon 

Hill Park. Named after the two beacons on Mount Beacon, this park 
offers different types of natural features and also exhibits a statue for 



“Mile 0” for the 8000 km (4970 miles) Trans-Canada Highway, a 
highway I spent a lot of time on in the past two months. Next on the list 
was Fisherman’s Wharf. With restaurants and live music hosted on the 
wharfs, this was a great location to get a bite to eat. Afterward, I took a 
little stroll alongside all the boats that were docked nearby. It reminded 

me a little of back home, minus the city in the background and float 
planes landing in the water. My last stop was going to be Holland Point 
Park. I wanted to get some shots of beaches with the Pacific Ocean, and 
this location provided me with that opportunity. My visit in Victoria was 
short but sweet. At this point of the trip, I was tired of seeing cities. With 
the last shots of the day done, it was time to head to my end destination. 

A dear friend of mine and her mother was immensely kind enough to 
offer their home as a base camp for the time I was going to spend on 

Vancouver Island which I felt very thankful. With Victoria slowly 
becoming a faded image in my rear view mirror it was time to get onto 

the Malahat highway and make my way north towards my end 
destination. 

In the course of my trip there had been tremendous opportunities to 
attain different forms of challenges that would provide lessons large or 

small. The little things like making sure that I would be leaving a 
location early to reach my scheduled time to my other location, or 
having a full tank of gas even when I still had half a tank left. These 

might seem minuscule in our normal day to day life, but on trips like 
this, those routine tasks can mean being left on an island for twelve 

hours more than you want to or stranded on the side of the road in the 
middle of nowhere. Then there were the major lessons like taking time 
for myself and investing in my mental state as much, and if not more, 
than my physical state. Having the time to break away from the noise 

that is your work life has proven to be beneficial. When you don’t have 
job tasks to think about or meetings to attend there’s an opportunity that 

opens up in front of you, time that can be invested into yourself. I 
understand that we have to work to have the comfortable lives we hold, 
but there has to be a point where we can slow down and make time for 

ourselves to gain a reset moment, a time out. We're all a work in 
progress, and we’ll eventually learn what truly works for us. For me 



taking the chance to travel across the country has enlightened my 
mental self and that’ll become a lesson that I’ll use for the rest of my life. 
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Article 15: British Columbia Part 5- REMEMBERING THE EAST WHILE 
FACING THE WEST. 

When was the last time that you celebrated the achievement of a small or large personal 
goal? Did you embrace the moment fully and felt proud of yourself, or continue on your 

path of reaching your overall end goal? It’s advisable to have a set of small steps to achieve 
your long-term ambition. It’s mechanically logical to strategize in this sense. They're high 

risks involved when it comes going head first into something without taking the 
preliminary planning beforehand. After creating your layout and working at achieving 

each small goal, is there a reaction after exceeding those essential steps? I’ve been a strong 
believer and practiced appreciating the small achievements. I understand that they are 
necessary to happen in order get closer to your end results. Think of the work that went 

into making this vision come alive. Let's play out one scenario;  you're daydreaming about 
this idea that came to mind. Next, you started laying out that idea into a plan on paper. 

Afterward, you started executing each step that’s set out in your plan, coming out the other 
end of the spectrum with an entity that comes alive from your creative self and hard work. 

Of course, it is possible, if inevitable honestly, of having variables to this example since 
life doesn't always work alongside your idea.  This amount of energy can be immense, 
which more so sheds light on just how important the small accomplishments are. Every 
step of your personal goals in your lifetime are important, make sure to acknowledge 

them. 



My eyes open up as I slowly started to realize that something felt a little different. I felt 
warm, comfortable, relaxed, and rested. That could only mean one thing. I’m sleeping in 

an actual bed. I’m in the town of Duncan, Vancouver Island. Located north of the 
Cowichan Valley, I was tremendously fortunate to have the ability to stay in an actual 

house for the time I’d be spending here. I lucked out with the location since it was central 
to the places that I was going to. Having friends that live in the area helped immensely 

with suggesting areas to explore. I had the intention of staying on Vancouver Island for a 
week to hopefully get a proper chance to see some of the vast areas the island has to offer. 
I made the time to go through my gear since my cleaning routine relied mainly on having 

the spare time and a clean area to do it. With my camera, lens, and gear bag all sorted out, 
this would help to provide a smooth process to get my work done at each location. I was 
extremely excited to be here. With the many images that I had seen on my social feeds 

and having conversations of how beautiful this place is, it was time to get cracking.  

First things first, I needed to find out where I was going. The morning didn't start well. I got 
out of bed later than usual, and because I felt relaxed, I didn't want to leave. It’s amazing 

how being in a domestic environment changes the traveler's pace of life. Indoor plumbing, 
no need to put my living area away, having an actual stove and cookware and dishes and 
utensils, I could get used to this. I had two locations in mind and after learning that they 

were both within the same direction I gave myself a high five and a kick in the butt. 
Ucluelet and Tofino were going to be my end destination of the day. Today was going to a 

particularly special trip, a day I hadn't give much thought throughout my travels. With 
some caffeinated energy running through my body it was time to head out and get going. I 
got onto Highway 1 and headed north towards Nanaimo. From there I turned northwest 

on highway 19 till I got to Highway 4A which brought me to my first recommendation, the 
Old Country Market in Coombs. This place offered great products like international foods, 
imported gifts, and in-store baked goods. The main attraction for me was the not what was 
in the building, even tho I did some shopping and left with some goodies, but what was 
outside the Old Country Market, more specifically on the roof. The market has a sod roof 
with lots of grass on it. The founders immigrated from Norway to Vancouver Island in the 
1950’s, bringing a common practice that some Norwegian homes had which was laying 

sod on their roofs. Back in the day on the weekend of the Coombs Fall Fair,  the grass from 
the sod roof was getting long. The story goes that after a few glasses of wine, one of the 
sons of the Norwegian family proposed the idea of borrowing goats to help cut the grass 

and possibly provide entertainment for the passing traffic. Since then the goats have 
become a permanent resident to the Old Country Market. When I arrived, I noticed the 

goats right away. I couldn’t help but smile after looking at these four-legged lawn mowers 
completely content living in their unique home. After taking a few photographs, it was 
time to make my way onto Highway 4 and continue westbound towards Ucluelet and 

Tofino. The night before I had the privilege to see my friend’s horse. In one period of my 
life, I grew up with horses and even attempted to ride them, up until I was bucked off and 

decided the idea of horseback riding was no longer an interest of mine. I eventually 
gained respect for horses and every time I get to see them, I'd instantly fall in love with 
them. While visiting the stables that evening, one of the horse owners had mentioned 

about Cathedral Grove. I didn’t know where this was, but it was on my friend’s 
recommendation list which solidified the notion that I needed to see this place. In my last 



article, I mentioned that British Columbia has some fantastic roads that would be a blast to 
drive enthusiastically with a proper sports car. Highway 4 heading towards Ucluelet and 

Tofino had been added to my list that day forward. There were many turns, beautiful 
landscape that surrounded the area, and speed limits that surprised me. I took a quick stop 

by Ellis River to take some shots of the clear running stream with the gorgeous overcast 
that was laying over most of my day. The rocks were wet which made it terrible to walk on, 
but with my cat-like reflexes, I got my shots. I got into the car and continued on my route. 
With more turns and amazing landscape to look at, the speed limit dropped from 90 km/h 
(55mph) to 50km/h (31mph). Afterward,  massive trees surrounded me on each side of the 
highway. Where was I? Why did the landscape drastically change? I drove a little more and 
eventually found two parking lots with a fair deal of traffic. I couldn’t believe the massive 
beasts facing me, so I found a spot to park and brought my camera with me. I eventually 

learned that I was in the Macmillan Provincial Park, and more specifically Cathedral 
Grove.  

While I’m writing this blog, I’ve been going through my journal that has the entries I wrote 
from my experiences of the trip. While reading the entry of this day, I can remember 

vividly the feeling I felt while walking among these giants. Some of these trees are over 
800 years old, 250 feet tall, and 9 feet in circumference. There's a collection of different 
types of trees like the Western Red Cedar, the Big Leaf Maple, the Western Hemlock, and 
the Gand Firs. The Western Red Cedars were interesting for me after learning the many 
uses they served for the indigenous people thousands of years ago. Since the Red Cedar 
was rot resistant, the natives would make dugout canoes from the trees, create carved 

monuments and masks to help celebrate the spirit world and many other applications that 
helped the lives of the indigenous groups that lived in the area. Some of the trees are 

hollow which you can walk right into with no need to crouch down. Despite the amount 
of people that were in the area it was pleasantly quiet. I eventually found Carmen Lake 

and wanted to take some shots of it. I couldn’t get a good composition from the shore, but 
there was a massive tree that was lying across the shallow water. Taking my chances, I 
decided to walk onto the tree trunk until I got a clear shot of the lake. With the shots 

taken, and being completely dry, I continued exploring the park and absorbed the beauty 
that was around me. After reading the information signs that are alongside the trails, I 

wondered if this area had the ability to speak plain English out loud, what would it say? 
What kind of stories could it share to us over and above the artifacts that we slowly 

discover with time? I’m confident it would be amazing stories to absorb. With a great 
photo experience in the bag, I went back to my car and on my way west on Highway 4. 
The drive was very entertaining in the sense that the road offers tremendous views with a 

sprinkle of many twist and turns. I’m sure the residents living here have grown accustomed 
to the driving route, but for someone that has spent almost a decade in the prairies, it was 
a change of pace. I got to the point where Highway 4 tees off north to Tofino and South to 

Ucluelet. I headed southbound and reached the town border of Ucluelet. With a 
population of 1 627, this area reminded me of some of the East Coast communities. There 

are awesome looking small stores and docks for the local fishing boats, and tsunami 
evacuation signs. Ok, that last part is not something you see on the East Coast. I found this 
particularly interesting so let me try to fill you in. There is a fair deal of geological activity 
happening in the Pacific Ocean. There’s the ring of fire which is an extensive collection of 



volcanoes occupying a major area of the basin of the Pacific Ocean. About 90% of the 
earthquakes originate within this horseshoe shaped area. Aside from the volcanoes, they're 

the tectonic plates, among many across the world, that shift slowly throughout our 
lifetime. One, in particular, I’ll bring light on since it does concern me and everyone else 

standing in this part of the country. The Juan De Fuca Plate covers western North American 
areas like North California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia. The reason that 

there are earthquakes that have happened in these regions is that the denser Juan de Fuca 
plate is moving under the less dense North America Plate, causing a convergent plate 

boundary that’s called the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Based off carbon dating research, 
oral traditions from Native Americans and First Nations, and Japanese records, back in 
January of 1700 there was an earthquake with a magnitude of 8.7 to 9.2, causing the 
ground to drop as much as five feet, lowering coastal forests into the water. Another 

example of subduction zone activity was in 2004 in the Indian Ocean. There was a 9.3 
magnitude earthquake that occurred after the Indian Plate was subducted by the Burma 

Plate, causing series of tsunamis to surge towards the coasts of most landmasses along the 
Indian Ocean. The result was 230 000 deaths and inundating coastal towns with waves as 

high as 100 feet tall. Knowing when an occurrence like this can happen in our present 
time is subjectively unknown, but what was great to see was the communities that live 
within these tsunami risk zones are taking measure to be prepared with an evacuation 
plan if such a case were to happen. Now that the potentially scary natural disaster has 

been pointed out, it's time to take pictures of the coast! 

With a great location to get coastal photographs, and still having lots of time and light to 
play with I made my way northbound. The bonus of heading towards Tofino is you get to 

drive through the Pacific Rim National Park. This place is an example of just how diverse a 
location like British Columbia can change in a small amount of distance. Pacific Rim has 
three geographic entities. There’s Long Beach which offers 16 kilometers (9 miles) of soft, 

sandy beaches. There's the Broken Group Islands which is numerous islands scattered 
throughout the Barkley Sound. And then you got the West Coast Trails that offer pathways 

throughout all sorts of different landscapes like temperate rainforests, waterfalls, 
sandstones, caves, and sea arches. I stopped at Schooner Cove and from there went on a 
trail that leads to Schooner Bay. The trails are a series of boardwalks and stairs since the 
rainforest ground floor is thick green moss that would make it difficult for hikers to walk 
on, and it helps preserve the rainforest with human traffic. This landscape is beautiful. I 
thought I had a good idea of what British Columbia had to offer with vegetation after 

spending time in the Hemlock forests east and north of Vancouver. Nope, I was wrong. The 
life this location was emitting was contagious and inspiring. I eventually made it to 

Schooner Beach and was excited to see sandy terrain for the first time in a little while. This 
location would be a dream to take sunset photography since there’s no obstruction on the 

western horizon. The sun broke out, and I had mid-afternoon lighting, so I did what I 
could for documenting the area. I felt fortunate to have made it to such a diverse area 

where if I wanted to get a particular type of landscape photograph I had the opportunity of 
capturing it without leaving the island. With Schooner Beach being my breath of fresh air 
for the day I got back to my car and made my drive to my last location. Tofino is located 

on the West Coast of Vancouver Island. With a population of 1 876, there can be as much 
as 22 000 people that’ll come in within the tourist season. There're all sorts of great fun to 



have here with boat tours, dining at restaurants and hiking trails that lead to small beaches. 
Surfing was an evident sport that I noticed first hand coming into the town. It’s a great 

getaway with immensely beautiful landscapes to keep your eyes away from the road. With 
all these things to do, I had one intention to pursue, and I needed a beach to make it 

happen. I found a small beach in Tonquin Park and brought my camera gear with me. I 
walked through the forest area, and I knew that this shot felt different than the others I had 
done throughout the trip. I had been keeping a vlog throughout this journey from where I 
started in Clare, Nova Scotia, all the way to where I was this day. I reached as far west as I 
wanted to go and the idea of it was slowly materializing in my mind. I made it. I made it 
to the end of my cross-country trip. I got onto the beach and sat down to wrap my mind 
around what I had accomplished throughout this summer. I laid on the sand and closed 
my eyes and listened to the surrounding noises around me. There were a few people on 
the beach, the tide was softly crashing against the shore, and my mind was surprisingly 

quiet. Several years of contemplating this idea, to spending five months in making it 
happen, and then finally dropping everything that was going on in my life to pursue my 

goal for two months was coming to an end. I didn’t think of this part, of what I wanted to 
do, what I wanted to say. I got up, grabbed my camcorder, took a deep breath, and spoke 

off the top of my head and from the heart. That moment has been imprinted in my memory 
ever since.  

While driving back to Duncan, I felt very calm. I felt peace within myself. I had a several 
hour drive to my home away from home and that was ok. I was happy to be in this 

moment. Do you recall the last time you’ve completed a personal task big or small? I 
couldn’t remember at the time till I was driving along Highway 4. There’s always small 

accomplishments that happen once in a while which are great and need to be recognized. 
I would class this as a larger achievement for myself. An item that I would knock off my 

bucket list. I know that this will be a catalyst to hopefully bigger steps in the future and I’m 
excited about it. This trip had shown me that I could do this. With baby steps along the 
way, the next potentially bigger steps towards my end goals seemed more realistic to 
envision. I’m not trying to gain massive fame and wealth. One of the results with my 

personal goals is to live comfortably off the creative endeavors that I pursue. I want to have 
the ability to gain enough financial revenue to continue growing my creative tools and 

myself as a whole. I understand the many implications that are involved in such an idea. 
But this potentially crazy pursuit of fulfilling my creative-self has been one of the few 

elements in my life that have made sense and stuck in my head. For the last three years, 
I’ve tried to slow down my creative self since I knew the chances of me making anything 
from it couldn’t realistically amount to anything. How well did that work? With internal 

conflict and loss of personal ambition building up in the last year of that period, and now 
finding myself smiling from ear to ear while driving on a beautiful road in Vancouver 
Island after crossing the country, I’d say it worked out terribly, and I couldn’t be more 

grateful. 
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Article 16: British Columbia Part 6- BIDDING FAREWELL TO ANOTHER 
CHAPTER. 

In the wee hours of the morning a thought came to fruition. I was in the process of waking 
up from extended amount of travelling the day before. I was awake enough to realize I was 
staring at the ceiling but relaxed enough that I could fall asleep again.  I spent time fixated 
on this particular thought. I was born and raised from a beautiful family. The simplicity and 
the authenticity of a genuinely loving family have left a permanent mark on me. The values 
given to me are priceless towards any human-made currency. I tried my very best to share 

the same kindness, empathy, and strong-mindedness that my family has taught me 
throughout my life. There’s a place for these virtues. I believe it should be in all of us. 

Throughout my trip, I had seen great locations and the beautiful people who inhabit it. 
Having the opportunity to cross the country with an open mind and heart placed me in a 
vulnerable position, but I was ready for any adversity that would come my way. Nothing 

happened. I was never threatened, insulted, alarmed. I was treated with respect and smiles 
from strangers. I was treated with the similar type of virtues that my family had taught me.  

With the sound of birds chirping and harps plucking a melodic tune, I was coming from 
my dream world to reality, opening one eyelid at a time. For the record, my alarm is, in 
fact, birds and harps playing. Who in their right mind needs the doomsday siren unless 

there is an actual apocalypse happening? With an attempted stretch and a friendly 
reminder I was in bed three feet off the ground, I caught myself mid fall and staggered to 
the bedroom door. Vancouver Island, how are you doing this morning? Oh, you lovely 



piece of multi-geographical art. What is on the agenda today? After advising the 
recommendation list, Mount Tzouhalem seemed like an excellent choice. With a good 
stretching session and my outdoor clothes all mud-free from a well-deserved wash, I 

attempted to make my way towards the East. Named after a Quamichan Chief that was 
banished from his people and lived his remaining years on the mountain, Mount 

Tzouhalem is full of hiking trails, mountain bike trails, and immensely fabulous views of 
the surrounding area. All of the activities mentioned above was what I had in mind. I knew 
I wanted to come more than once so today I was going to dedicate my activity to hiking. It 
took me a few attempts to get where I needed to be going but with a little bit of patience, 
and clarification on the coordinates on my GPS, I finally made it to the parking lot at the 

head of Kaspa Road. I brought my small gear bag with me with my camera, a 35mm prime 
lens (f1.8 if you're curious) and my cleaning rags and a tripod. Traveling light with a sling 

bag is important because sling bags that only sling off one shoulder hurts after a while 
when using them. I was locking my car, and I noticed a young woman walking in the 

distance. Now before you get any ideas of a potential romance story let me make it clear 
that I have as much game towards meeting women as a dead tree stump. I'm not hard on 

myself; that’s just a fact. We locked eyes for a moment and then she was gone. The 
probability of her being creeped out from a random stranger looking her was possible, but 
from my take on the event, it felt unlikely. I stood there to process the moment and then 

realized that I needed to use the washroom. Moment ruined.  

I started my journey towards the top of the mountain. There are pathways all over the 
place. I took the widely most traveled one since I was out of shape and I needed to get 
back down with little to no injury. While ascending through the trail, I started to gain 

views of different areas around the mountain. You can get a view towards Saltspring Island, 
the Coastal Mountains of Lower Mainland, and I read on a clear day you can see as far as 

Mount Baker in Washington State. I enjoyed the scenery, but one thing that slightly 
bothered me was the logging happening within the area. I understand logging is a massive 
industry in British Columbia, but after spending so much time in different types of forests 

throughout the summer, I couldn’t help but feel my inner tree-hugging emotions flare up a 
little. The upside of this is that there are clear efforts from the industry replanting trees with 

elaborate casings around them, so the little guys have a proper chance to survive. I 
continued my route up some more. And a bit more. And a bit more. My mind 

acknowledged the fact I was walking up a mountain, but my body didn’t seem to want to 
agree. I met up with some hikers, and they said I was getting close to the Summit Cross 

that’s on the side of the mountain. The local Catholics placed a wooden cross in the 
1970’s. It serves as an iconic image with a rich history and pictures to many hikers and 

mountain bikers that come in the area. Today that history got enriched with the presence 
of a Frenchman with an exhausted set of legs. I finally got to a clearing that overlooked 
below. This site was unbelievable. I sat down and absorbed what I was facing. There are 
acreages as far as the eye could see from one angle. On another angle was the mountain 

landscape rolling in the distance. And then a great view of Cowichan Bay. With my 
camera in hand, it was time to get some hard earned shots. I ate a small lunch after taking 
photographs, and with a nice drink of water, I made my way to the cross by following the 
side of the mountain. As I was making my way down the small trail, the young woman I 
met earlier in the day was walking towards my way. I said hello after being completely 



caught off guard. She replied hello. She asked me if I knew where the cross was and I 
stated yes, but since she was coming from the direction I was heading towards I was 

curious if I was going the right way. She mentioned that it could have been a probability 
she missed it while walking up the trails. We chatted for a little bit, and I learned that she 
was a teacher that decided to hitchhike to the island and was learning about horticulture 
while working on a farm. On top of that on her days off she'd do crab fishing. The fact I 

was talking to this ambitious and attractive young woman on the side of a mountain 
should have been enough for me to kneel down and ask for her hand in marriage, but 

realistically speaking I felt very fortunate to have had the ability to meet such an 
extraordinary individual. With my mental image of my dream wedding fading away, I bid 

her good luck on her travels and continued on my way.  

With a little bit of descending through the trails alongside the mountain, I made my way to 
the cross. The view from this angle is stunning. With a great line of sight of Duncan and 
Quamichan Lake, this provided great shots for the vlgos I was doing. I set up my tripod 
and locked my camera in place and recorded some different angles of the area. I had a 

bad habit of not checking the cleanliness of my lens so after closer inspection; there was 
indeed a little bit of dust on the lens. As I was about to turn around to get my cleaning rag 

I was once again surprised to see the young woman coming up from behind me. She 
greeted me and stood beside me to admire the view. She decided to turn around and 
attempt to find this area after all. I forgot what I was doing and just held my camera, 

having no intention or capability of using it. Reality eventually clicked, and I gathered the 
footage I wanted and instantly diverted my attention to the woman. We shared small talk 
which led me to ask her how she was getting back home since she was hitchhiking. She 
mentioned she'd be able to find a ride, so I offered to give her a lift to where she needed 
to go. She agreed, and we started descending towards the parking lot. The trip down was 
fun. We dove into different conversation topics while trying to manage our way through 

the many trails in the area. With a little bit of trial and error and the unmistakable aroma of 
marijuana coming from what seemed like out of nowhere, I assumed we were getting 

close to the car. I’ve lived a relatively private life for the last three years, so this wasn’t a 
typical situation in my day to day life. There have been costs involved from living this type 
of lifestyle. Having little to no social interaction with new faces makes it difficult for me to 

open up and be relaxed and enjoy these kinds of moments. My introverted personality 
also has a part in this equation. Regardless I felt pretty proud of myself of having met a 

stranger on the side of a mountain and later finding myself having a beer with her, which 
is where we ended up when we got into town. The deep conversations continued. We 

talked about how people learn throughout their lives and the problems with the current 
educational system based on the results of the end product that exit from these institutions. 
We also talked about life in general and the measures we take to attain the objectives that 
we want to achieve. These are moments I love to experience. Two different people from 
two different walks of life are exchanging their point of views in an honest conversation. 
There are insightful conversations exchanged throughout the world, and I’d like to think 

we are planting seeds in our pathways of life from the exchanges we are sharing. With the 
last sip of my tasty cold beer I offered the young woman a drive to her home and with an 

offering of a fresh peach off her peach tree, we embraced each other for having the 
opportunity to meet and wished each other good luck on our life endeavors.  



While driving, I was processing what had all happened throughout the day. What were the 
odds that I’d meet someone in this circumstance and start sharing insightful conversations 
about thoughts that I have been thinking about throughout this trip? Life can be a funny 

ride. I noticed I had a voicemail on my phone, so I listened to it. It was my friend’s mother, 
which I liked to call her my travel mom, that was concerned about how I was doing 
throughout the day. Completely forgetting that she offered to bring me to one of the 

locations I wanted to go I instantly panicked and looked for the most logical gift I could 
think of to pardon my ignorance, a bottle of wine. I arrived with just enough time and light 

to make our way towards the final destination of the day. I’m not an excellent history 
student, but with age, I’ve naturally grown to appreciate the different stories that have 

happened before my lifetime, the stories that have shaped the world that we live in today. 
This part of history I was visiting helped pave the way for transportation for large 

industries. The Kinsol Trestle is the biggest train bridge in the Commonwealth of Nations 
and one of the highest railway in the world. This structure stands 144 feet tall and 617 feet 

long. Its construction started in 1911 and got completed in 1920. It’s a beautiful 
engineering feat, especially when you consider that while engineers designed the bridge, it 

was built by local farmers and loggers. People back in the day were superb with their 
hands. The bridge got discontinued in the 1980’s and was left to deteriorate. Series of 
challenges arose like the trestle catching on fire from arson. With the fire extinguished 

with minimal damage, there were community groups that tried to raise money for restoring 
the structure. A meeting got organized in 2007 with the Cowichan Valley Regional District 

which eventually approved the go ahead for the research into finding out how much it 
would cost to restore the trestle. The total cost came to around 5.7 million dollars. The 

Government donated 4.1 million dollars, and a fundraising group raised the remainder of 
the money required. The construction began in the spring of 2010 and finished in July of 

2011. Now with the bridge brought back to life it offers two purposes: to showcase a 
critical part of history within the area and to connect the Trans Canada Trail. I was 

awestruck to see the structure. The restoration work was immaculate. If you look around, 
you’ll see a lot of the original parts of the bridge, and some of the restored work. I had an 
interesting time trying to get a good composition because of how large the bridge is and 
having as less obstruction as possible in the image. With a good photo session under my 
belt, it was time to call it a night. Throughout the rest of my time on the island, I took it 
relatively easy. I went to the small towns that were around the area. I went biking on 
Mount Tzouhalem which was an absolute blast. I spend one day going towards Port 

Renfrew and Sombrio Beach which was a real treat. That location reminded me of the East 
Coast with the rocky beaches and driftwood. The comparison ended there because behind 

that beach was the luscious forests that I grew accustomed to while being in British 
Columbia. That particular day was fun because while driving on the south-end of the 

island, I could see the United States when the landscape provided a clear line of view. 
While I was driving alongside the coast, I remembered something and instantly got on the 
hunt of finding an area that was very close to the ocean. I found a parking lot and a spot 
where I could get my car close to the beach. While I was working throughout the winter 
time I had a picture in my head. I wanted to get the flags of all the provinces I was going 
to be visiting throughout this trip and have them all lined up in front of my car and get a 

good picture to commemorate the end of the voyage. I ended up finding a great location. I 



got as close as I could to the beach and with a massive piece of driftwood and some duct 
tape, I taped all the flags onto the driftwood and place them in front of my car. An image 

that I imagined months ago had come to life. I was so proud of my little car. My white 
stallion. The Ford Focus ST, what would arguably be one of the last cars I’d consider for a 

road trip like this, made it like it was a stroll in the park. I had my celebratory cigar 
afterward, explained to the confused tourists within the area what I was doing, and sat by 

the beach to immortalize this moment in my memory. 

With my time on this dream island coming to an end, I spent the remaining days relaxing. 
I got to spend some time with my good friend, and one evening we captured nighttime 
photography of the Perseid Meteor showers. I absorbed as much as I could of this great 

location. With my boarding ticket on my phone to cross from Swartz Bay back the 
Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal, I thanked my good friend and her mother, my travel mom, for 
everything they’ve done for me, and made my way southbound. I spent most of the ferry 

ride inside this time working on sorting out all the footage that I had collected. I was 
looking at the photographs, and it made me think of my family back in Nova Scotia. 

Before I left for this trip, I spent a month back home. Most of that time was spent with my 
family. They're essential elements that'll come in your journey through life. Decisions 
you'll make that'll steer you in hopefully the right trajectory or at least give you the 

inspiration to consider going forward. We've all been in compromising situations where 
you can't make heads or tails of the outcome. For myself when push came to shove I'd sit 
back, take a deep breath, and remember the lessons I gained from my family throughout 

my life. Those experiences have strongly shaped my way of thinking, my way of 
approaching my path in life, and how I deal with the adversities that come with it. With 

the mainland coming into view, it was getting close to the end of one chapter of my 
journey, and getting prepared to embark onto another one. 



 

Mount Tzouhalem Overlooking Duncan. British Columbia, Canaada. 
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Celebrating An Achievement Off My Bucket List in Port Renfrew. British Columbia, 
Canada. 



Article 17: British Columbia Part 7- WELCOME HOME TO ANOTHER 
BEGINNING. 

The feeling of being around an ocean is refreshing. On a bright sunny day, you get the 
light shining off the surface of the water with the occasional salty breeze. I was enjoying 
my view of the ocean, more specifically the Pacific Ocean. I'm crossing in the Salish Sea 
from Swartz Bay, Vancouver Island to Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal which is southwest of 
Surrey in British Columbia. I felt relaxed watching the islands along the crossing. Some 

sailboats were taking advantage of the beautiful weather. The thought I had about a week 
left in me till I get back to Alberta was a little tough to process. I grew accustomed to this 
routine, and the mere idea of settling down was a bit frightful. I better make the most of it 
as some might say. My plan upon arrival was to head towards Golden Ear Provincial Park 

again since I loved it so much from my last visit. From there I wanted to make way towards 
the East for the remaining of the week. With the boat getting to shore it was time to walk 

down to where the cars were and get my wheels back onto the mainland. 

With a refreshed headspace and somewhat of a plan in line, I aimed East towards the 
Rockies. I got onto Highway 17, branched off on Highway 1, and started heading north on 
Highway 7. I got in on the weekend, so I knew I was taking my chances from not reserving 
a campsite in advance. My lack of preparation made an example out of my situation when 
I found out the campground was full. All right then, let's try another location. I ended up 
calling as far as Mission and finally landing a spot that offered vacancy.  I got on Highway 
7 alongside the Fraser River. I went through the town of Mission and kept going East till I 



found my end destination. The campground was slightly questionable in regards from 
general upkeep, but I was grateful to have an area to sleep for the night. That evening was 
spent watching the stars over the mountain landscape and listening to what I could only 

guess what a Bachelorette party. They were entertaining to watch. The middle age women 
were trying to get on a tire swing that was in their camping site while helping themselves 

to more of the celebratory happy/courage juice as I like to call it at times. I closed my eyes 
and attempted to get some sleep. The next morning shined through the branches and with 

being spoiled after sleeping in an actual bed for a week, the tent/air mattress living 
quarters were not missed. I made the plan to head towards Harrison Hot Springs since it 

was nearby. I called in advance to get a tent site, and I was fortunate to have found a 
vacant spot located within the town. With tunes cranking on the radio and seeing some 

greats views of the Fraser River while driving on Highway 7, the day was looking bright. I 
got to my campsite and checked in. The owners were very pleasant and pointed out to me 

that I came in on the right weekend. There was a car show that was happening at the 
lakefront area which was nearby. Horray. With my tent being set up in record time, I 
grabbed my camera and bolted towards the car show. Every two years Harrison Hot 

Springs host a car show that has all sorts of different cars from different eras. I'm a huge 
car fan from the last twenty years. I respect the classics because if it wasn' for their 

existence, we wouldn't have what we're drooling over today. There was all sort of eye 
candy to admire. Some late 40 to 50's era cars and trucks, the muscle cars of the 60's and 
early 70's, a blend of 80's and 90's cars, and the newer sports cars of the last 16 years. I 

couldn't think of which ones were my favorite, but if I had to pick in this collection, I 
would go with a copper colored 1967 AC Cobra, a 1968 Ford Mustang Shelby GT-350, 
and a 2017 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Z06 with the Z07 package. Again there was so 

much good stuff that you couldn't go wrong if you had the choice to leave with only one 
car that day.  

My next stop was Sasquatch Provincial Park. Located north nearby Harrison Hot Springs, I 
wanted to take the time to soak in a little sun. I didn't manage to find Bigfoot in my time in 

the park, but I was content to lay down and get away in my head. I listened to podcasts 
throughout my travels. It was a blend of a traveler's podcast channel, philosophical 

podcast channel, an entrepreneur podcast channel, and a lifestyle coach channel. I was 
also reading when I had free time and the books of choice floated within the same genres 
listed above. The act of learning had been something I didn't invest into earlier this year 

throughout the winter time. I felt like I needed to catch up. I got food from a local grocery 
store and cooked up a storm by my tent. That evening I decided that I wanted to 

skateboard the boardwalk by the lakefront. It was a great night with no wind or rain in 
sight. With my headphones in my ears, I did a few laps around town so I could sleep that 
night. The following day had risen from the East and once again the French traveler got all 

of his gear packed and made his way towards another small town called Hope. Onto 
Highway 7 heading East I got into Hope late in the morning, found a fantastic campsite 

that was alongside the Fraser River, and set up home base. I still had my list of 
recommended areas to visit, and one place, in particular, caught my attention that was 
close, Hell's Gate. Located on the Fraser River in the Fraser Valley, this area has a lot of 

history behind it. It was a fishing area for centuries for the indigenous people, which then 
became a fishing area for European settlers throughout the summer season. From there it 



became a route for gold rush miners wanting to access the upper Fraser gold bearing bars. 
In the 1880's the Canadian Trans-Pacific Railway built a transcontinental railroad that 

passed within the area. In 1911 another Railway started construction within Hell's Gate. In 
1914 a rockslide struck the build on which then fell into the river. Hell's Gate has a high 
traffic of Sockeye Salmon who swim upstream to spawn. The rockslide with the railway 
debris caused the route to be challenging for the salmon. There was evidence that the 

Salmon were not moving through their regular route and instead were found downstream 
of Hell's Gate and in tributary rivers within the area. In the same year, the removal of the 
debris started and got cleared by 1915. Groups were organized to study the situation and 
in 1944 construction began for the fishways which would help the Salmon get upstream. 
And breath. I'm just touching the tip of the vast history that's associated with this place. 
The controversial events that have happened throughout its history like battles that were 
fought between Aboriginal and European groups, natural disasters that caused significant 

damage to the production outfits happening at the time and the international disputes 
towards the state of the preservation of the Sockeye Salmon within the river are all related 
to one area. Since the 1970's this has been a tourist attraction with a gondola that brings 
you closer to the river with a museum showcasing the history of the area, restaurants, and 
gift shops. I couldn't believe the amount of power the river was pushing. If you were to fall 

into the water, I'm certain you'd have little chance to survive. The area offers excellent 
photographic opportunities, but the lighting was terrible. It was a sunny day but high noon 

sunlight doesn't do many favors for landscape photography most of the time. I got some 
video clips of the powerful entity and walked back onto the gondola with a moon mist 

flavored ice cream cone, yum.  

I had lunch in Hope and then headed made my way towards Coquihalla Canyon 
Provincial Park. Located East of the town of Hope, this trail formerly served as the Kettle 
Valley Railway. With a series of tunnels dug throughout the mountain side, this railway 
eventually became decommissioned and now provides a set of public trails that lead to 
the Coquihalla Pass. The river that runs alongside the trail is stunning. When you walk 

through some of the tunnels the river drops into a gorge which provides a fantastic 
overview from the bridges installed on the trails. When I came, the sun was setting over 

the west which provided great lighting for photography. I loved the sound of the river 
flowing past me while I tried my best to keep my balance on a rock over the running 
water. The peacefulness in these moments was the tradeoff from the driving and what 

became my daily struggles throughout this trip. With the last shot taken that evening, it 
was time to head back to camp and call it a night. The next day's destination was 

Princeton. Located east of the Cascade Mountains, this town is a warm place to be in the 
summer. To get there, I made my way onto the Crowsnest Highway. The Crowsnest is a 

mountain highway that offers an immersive experience into this beautiful type of 
landscape. I found a road that offered a lookout view of the area, so naturally, I made time 

to check it out. It was well worth it. Upon arriving one of the first lookouts, I fell in love 
with the view. The sight seemed endless; the mountains kept rolling on for as far as the 
eyes could see. A very liberating feeling indeed. I went to the second lookout and spent 
some time journaling and trying to capture what was going through my head. With my 

reset moment finished, I had to make it back down to the highway and continue my route 
east. Princeton has vast farmland landscape which also provides slight desert-type shots 



with the bonus of rolling mountains around it. I got my camping site sorted out and took a 
little trip around the surrounding area. I wanted to get some good video clips of some of 
the farmland and managed to do so on a random dirt road I found outside of town. It was 
a beautiful evening that offered great sunset lighting, perfect to get the camera drone out. 

With some great shots lined up for the next day's vlog post, I went back to camp and 
soaked my feet and face in the river nearby. The next day brought another beautiful sunny 

morning with a high probability of hot weather. I looked at the map, and I instantly got 
excited. Kelowna was a place I've always wanted to visit. With my route planned out on 
my GPS, it was time to hit the road once again. The Okanagan Valley is very well known 

for a few reasons. It houses the Okanagan Lake and a portion of the Okanagan River. 
Agriculture is mostly focused on fruit orchards to supply the vineyards which make the 

various wines the area has to offer. It also serves as an excellent location for camping and 
recreational activities which I found out when I arrived. I managed to find a spot in West 
Kelowna. At this point of the trip, while I thought I felt rested and calm, that wasn't the 

case. Throughout the journey, I did attempt to keep a steady schedule for food 
consumption for obvious reasons, and in particular, on a trip like this, you try to alleviate 
complications that cannot afford to happen. I did poorly at this task. I kept a fairly busy 

schedule every day to try to make the most of my time in each location. That type of 
workload was taxing physically and mentally. I tried to do several different things at once. I 

was trading job positions all day long. I was the driver, the photographer, the filmmaker, 
the content creator, the online social marketer, the trip planner. Then there were the 

finances that came from my pocket which I had to keep an eye on regularly. That also had 
an effect on decisions throughout the journey. That all piled up against an individual that 
was new to the idea of traveling was challenging, to say the least. I hoped that Kelowna 
was going to be an opportunity to rest from this potentially self-imploding scenario I was 

constructing over time. 

After I set up camp and rested for the evening, I woke up the next day with wanting to 
explore a little outside of the town of Kelowna. I google searched parks within the area, 
and Fintry Provincial Park seemed interesting. With a cup of coffee in hand, I made my 

way towards Westside Road which follows alongside, you guessed it, the west side of the 
Okanagan Lake. Kelowna is a genuinely lovely place with all the different terrain that you 

can see within a small area. From the widely recognized lake to the farmlands and the 
rolling hills that surround it, I was enjoying my time out here. Fintry Park offered a geat 

view of Fintry Falls with the staircase that climbs beside it. From there I made my way back 
towards the William R. Benett Bridge which crosses to the city of Kelowna and the east 

side of the Okanagan Lake. I wanted to get a little bit of a taste of the vineyards that were 
within the area so with my exploring pants on I went outside of the city area and took a 
drive. The idea of owning a vineyard seemed romantic to me. I don't know the first thing 

that comes to creating wine, but with the environment that these complexes are 
established in, I would like to take the time to learn and live within what seems like an 

excellent business. My next stop was called Scenic Canyon Regional Park. I took my bike 
and went for a ride towards the river that's nearby. After getting a chance to dip my toes 
into the refreshing stream, I was hungry. I found a Vietnamese restaurant and took full 

advantage of having food that wasn't prepared off a camping stove. With a happy belly, I 
wanted to get a few video clips of the lakefront where all the excitement was. I found a 



parking lot and took my bike since it was a lot easier to maneuver in the congested area. It 
was a gorgeous evening with everyone outside. All sorts of activities were happening 

everywhere. I passed by these upright pianos that were accessible to the public. I had the 
idea of getting a shot where I wanted to play one of them to help end the vlog I was 

recording for that day. I found one upright piano that was at the entrance of a tunnel that 
passed underneath where the William R. Benett bridge connected to the shore of the east 

side of Kelowna. I decided to leave my bike next to the upright piano and walk away 
about ten feet, so I had enough time to talk about my day while walking back to the piano 
and surprise the viewer with me sitting at the piano and start playing. While I had my back 

turned, there was a young kid that was walking behind me. He saw my bike and by the 
time I turned around he had one side of the handlebar in his hand, picking it up off the 

wall.  I immediately noticed what he was doing and called him out. He didn't like the idea 
I had a camera in my hand and let go of the bike. At this point, you could probably 

imagine I was frustrated towards the kid. He tried to make up a story about how his bike 
was stolen and was wondering how much my bike was worth. I took my bike and left the 
area. I'm not a man for confrontation. I told him it was my bike and I didn't care if his got 
stolen. You could question I should have exercised my empathy towards this young man, 
but that didn't materialize in my mind at the time. I don't know if it was a matter of my 

frustration towards the situation or my internal build up of mental and physical stress that 
gathered throughout this trip, or if I just didn't care about this kid and his stories derived 
from potential disparity. I got a chance to cool off from the situation and realized that the 

outcome could have been a whole lot worse. My bike wasn't stolen. I wasn't threatened in 
any way. I should be grateful. I stopped at a liquor store and bought a 24-ounce bottle of 

locally crafted beer, and sat at my tent site for the rest of the night, celebrating my birthday 
by myself. 

The next morning I felt a little bit better. I got all my gear packed up, and with another 
sunny day coming off the horizon, it was time to head south through the Okanagan Valley. 
The last time I felt physically good was when I had a swim in Alice Lake Provincial Park in 

Squamish. South of Kelowna was the Okanagan Lake Provincial Park that had access to 
the Okanagan Lake. I got my swimsuit on and dove into the refreshingly cooler water. 

With a quick tanning session, I got on Highway 97 and went south through all the towns 
in this beautiful area. Summerland, Penticton, Oliver, Osoyoos, all sorts of small and large 

towns which are associated with the wine industry. From Highway 3A to Highway 3, or 
the Crowsnest Highway, my next stop of the evening was going to be Christina Lake. 
Located close to the West Kootenay region, I had heard a lot of people talk about this 

place, so I wanted to get a view of it for myself. I was arriving later in the evening at this 
point, so I got some great shots of the sun setting behind the mountains with the lake in 

the foreground and continued Eastbound to find a camping site for the night. I found 
Nancy Green Provincial Park and with a camping pad to stay for the evening. The next 

morning I woke up and took a walk towards the lake in the area. I brought my journal with 
me to write what was on my mind. In the midst of writing, I noticed a swimmer that was 
out in the distance coming towards my direction. I couldn't believe how far out he/she 

was, but in little time, she was walking on the same shore as I was sitting on. It's inspiring 
to see people who have a love or interest into something that might seem difficult to other 

individuals. The first stop of the day was going to be Nelson. Located in the Selkirk 



Mountains and on the left arm of Kootenay Lake in the south-central parts of British 
Columbia, this is a beautiful mountain town. Having well-restored buildings that were 

involved in the silver rush starting in 1867, this place is full of culture and artistic work in 
all different genres. I spent the later part of my morning walking around the streets and 

after getting more books from a local bookstore, I made my way southbound on Highway 
6 and then east on Highway 3.  

A dear friend of mine and his wife and family live in Cranbrook. Located east of Nelson 
and being close to the Rocky Mountains there's plenty of things to do in the area. The 
biggest plan lined up within the few days I'd be spending here was hiking up Mount 

Fisher. These trails offer fantastic views of the unspoiled landscape, and pristine quality of 
life and color that nature can provide that tourist's attractions sometimes take away. I had a 

very good time getting together with my friends and catching up on what was going in 
each other's lives. The day of the hike we ended up taking the wrong trail, but the result 
was nothing short of breathtaking. We took the trails that led to Tanglefoot Lake, a small 
body of water that's nestled into the mountain landscape. The colors that these natural 

features offer are off the charts. The flower beds that were off the shore accompanied by 
the luscious trees was a dream for me to see. This location had placed the benchmark for 

the quality of nature that I want to pursue. The untouched pieces of life, the authentic 
images of what this entity can provide. I spent time with my friends and their family for a 

few days and bid farewell to continue my route to the border of Alberta. With about a 
week left in August, I decided that I didn't want to go home just yet. I headed north on 

Highway 95. I reached The Radium Hot Springs which if you go on Highway 93 will bring 
you towards the Kootenay National Park. This section of highway is great because it offers 
an excellent introduction to the landscapes that are in the Rocky Mountains. While driving 

on Highway 93, you'll hit the Alberta border and Castle Junction which connects you to 
Highway 1. From there you'll have the choice to go up north to Lake Louise, or down 
south to the town of Banff. I spent four days in Banff because I want to live there. Every 

time I drive towards Banff or Jasper, and I see the mountains, I always smile. In my mind, I 
believe that being born and raised in the Maritimes has been a tremendous blessing. The 
eastern parts of Canada are amazing. But if it weren't for my family, I would be happy to 
live and die on this side of the country. I spent time in Banff exploring locations that I had 
been before. I went into the town of Banff to enjoy the small mountain town atmosphere. I 

went to the local lakes like Minnewanka, Two Jack, and Vermillion Lakes. I took an 
afternoon to go to Peyto Lake and hike down to the shore. I went for a walk in Johnston 
Canyon. All of this was coming to an end. I couldn't think of a better way to finish this 

than coming to a place that I never grow old of being in. With my gear packed up in my 
car one last time, I got onto Highway 1 from Banff, headed towards Calgary, and back to 

Edmonton, back home.  

Would I do this type of trip again? Absolutely. Would I change anything from my journey 
after being settled for two months in our western civilization? Not at all. What did I gain 

from traveling across a country? Life experiences. What am I going to do next? Well, that's 
an excellent question. For the last six months before my departure for my trip, I was asking 
myself the same issue. I had a good income and a great house with great roommates that 
became amazing friends.  As much as I was fortunate to have a life that offered those great 



quality traits, I wasn't happy. I was miserable. I felt uninspired. I felt like I merely existed. 
That wasn't the life I wanted. I'd been given the gift of being on this incredible planet and 

what was I doing with it? Exchanging my priceless asset that is time so I could live 
comfortably but unfulfilled. That became very toxic and self-destructive. I don't want a life 
of massive wealth and fame. I want to live within my means and feel I'm accomplishing 
objectives that matter to me. I want to get to a point with my creative entity where I can 
reach a goal, and then try to surpass that point. Life is meant to be lived. It's meant to be 
experienced. This notion can be attained in all sort of different ways; it doesn't have to be 

in the context of traveling across a country. You can invest time into an interest that 
challenges you. You can spend your time with someone that you love, be together and 
create a life for each other. You can decide to pursue a career choice you've always felt 
strongly about. Read a series of books. Learn a different language. Start doing something 

you once hated, running was my thing, and see if you can learn anything from it. There are 
various choices out there for us to take ahold of. If ever you feel unfulfilled and stuck in a 
spot that submits you in a negative space do me a favor and walk away from it. Even if it 

takes all your strength and help from other people please, walk away from that space. The 
very least you can do is take the small steps that are required to pursue the journey of 

fulfilling yourself. I'm a regular blue collar 30-year-old Frenchman that has no educational 
degree or trade and no clue of what I need to do to achieve the goals I want in life. I'm 

taking it one step at a time. I'm learning through multiple forms of education, if its 
textbook, personal trial and error, and real life examples that are involved in the fields I'm 

interested in. Is there a chance I can fail? Absolutely. There are more chances of failure 
than success. Is that factored in my line of thinking? Yes. Why would I want to pursue my 
creative endeavors? Because as much as I tried to ignore and suppress that part of me, it's 
never ended well. The idea of living a life of creativity seems rational even with the odds 
against me. When I lay on my deathbed, I want to know that I tried my best at what I felt 

strongly about. Life with as little regret as possible. As I'm driving northbound towards 
Edmonton, this pursuit I've embarked on for as long as I can remember is as strong as ever. 
A chapter of my life closed at the end of this trip, and another one was about to be written. 
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